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Summary 

Chile is the only country in the world where divorce remains illegal, and one of 
a handful of countries that prohibits abortion even to save the life of the woman. 
Moreover, Chile has not followed the trend toward liberalization of divorce and 
abortion with the re-establishment of democracy, as most Westem democracies 
have. The paper examines this exceptional outcome by outlining the gap between 
the social dimensions of abortion and divorce -that is, actual behavior ofChileans 

and its consequences- and public opinion on the one hand, and political dynamics 
on the other hand. 

The paper argues that political discourse has become dominated by a combination 
of integralist and liberal Catholic discourse, while secular discourse has become 
non-existent, It shows the differential strategies the political right, center and 
left have assumed on moral issues. Unlike other countries, the political right in 
Chile is highly proactive on both divorce and abortion, while the left is passive 
and reactive on abortion, and confused on divorce. The paper argues that this is 
inf!uenced by three factors: the influence of the Catholic Church in Chilean 
politics, the differential access to resources between reformist and conservative 
networks in civil society, and the strategies they have assumed to promote their 
views. 



Resumen 

Chile es el único país en el mundo en el que el divorcio es ilegal y uno de los 

pocos en que se prohibe el aborto incluso cuando peligra la vida de la mujer. 
Chile tampoco ha seguido la tendencia hacia la liberalización del divorcio y 
aborto una vez restablecida la democracia, como sí sucedió en la mayoría de los 
países de occidente. El trabajo examina esta excepcionalidad estudiando el 
importante gap que existe entre las dinámicas políticas y las dimensiones sociales 
del aborto y el divorcio -esto es, cómo los chilenos se plantean y se comportan 
en la práctica frente a estos temas. 

El trabajo describe cómo la agenda política ha estado dominada por la 
combinación de un discurso integralista y católico liberal, relegando al discurso 
secular a una posición marginal. Contrariamente a otros países, la derecha chilena 
ha tenido una actitud proactiva en ambos temas, mientras la izquierda ha sido 
pasiva y reactiva en tomo al aborto, y confusa al abordar el tema del divorcio. 
Tres factores explican aquellos comportamientos: la influencia de la Iglesia 
Católica en la política chilena, la diferencia en el acceso a recursos por parte de 
los sectores reformistas y conservadores, y las estrategias que han asumido 
esos sectores para promover sus propios puntos de vista. 



The politics of "moral sin": A study of abortion and 
divorce in Catholic Chile since 1990 

Merike Helena Blofleld' 

Why has Chile, unlike any other country in the occident, managed to resist the 
global postwar trends to liberalize and secularize society? This paper examines 
the politics of abortion and divorce in the post-Pinochet years to analyze the 
nature and efficacy of conservative resistance to secularizing reforms. In most 
countries, transition to democracy has meant a trend toward liberalization -or 
secularization- of laws on issues such as abortion and divorce, and a more open 
and democratic public debate on these issues. Contrary to this trend, eleven 
years of democratic governrnent in Chile has not brought about a secularization 
of these laws; in fact, the political dynamics around these issues have become 
more conservative as rightwing resistance has been consolidated. Chile remains 
the only country in the occidental world (aside from Malta) where divorce is 
illegal, despite overwhelming public opinion in favor and numerous legislative 
initiatives to legalize it. Moreover, abortion to save the life of the woman was 
prohibited in 1989 by the outgoing military regime, and since then numerous 
legislative initiatives have sought to define abortion as homicide and to increase 
the jail terms of women and accomplices charged with abortions. The right 
controls the agenda on abortion, and actively -more successfully than in any 
other Western country- contests the agenda on divorce. 

Several social explanations could be posited to understand Chiles exceptional 
stand on moral issues: Chileans are a conservative people due to geographical 
isolation, lack of irnmigration, a historically strong upper class with close ties 
to a strong Catholic Church, and, on a politicallevel, the experience of 17 years 
of dictatorship during a crucial period of time in world history with regard to 
womens rights, AH these factors are probably partly true; yet when compared 
with other countries, an analysis of Chilean society and politics reveals a more 

l. Candidata a doctora en Ciencias Políticas de la Universidad de Carolina del Norte (Chapel Hill) y magíster 
en Ciencias Políticas de la Universidad de York (Canadá). 
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complex political reality. Sociological data reveals that the behavior ofChileans 
is not conservative in the least: abortion rates in Chile are the highest in the 
Americas with the exception of Cuba, and 56 percent of children were boro out 
of wedlock in 1999, beating even the haven of socialliberalism, Sweden, at 50 
percent. Moreover, public opinion supports re-legalization of therapeutic 
abortion, and an overwhelming majority favors legalized divorce. Yet eleven 

years ofdemocracy has not brought about amanifested pluralism ofworldviews 
and a political liberalization of laws on abortion and divorce. This working 
paper attempts to analyze the dynamics that have not allowed for the liberalization 
of these laws. 
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Context 

Catholic countries have for centuries outlawed what they consider moral sins. 
Such laws carne under increased political debate in the postwar years in the 
West and, in the case of formerly dictatorial countries, as democratic political 
contexts allowed for the public manifestation of diverse ethical worldviews. 
Hence, in every Latin American country except Chile divorce has been legalized, 
and only ElSalvador, Colombia and Chile have -recentIy- prohibited therapeutic 
abortion to save the life of the woman. Others have varying indications for legal 
abortion, although only Cuba, Belize and Guyana maintain abortion on demando 

When Chile is compared with Argentina and Spain (with which a range of 
characteristics is shared, such as a common history of pro-natalist dictatorships, 
educated and largely urbanized populaces, and a historicalIy hegemonic Catholic 
Church) the political differences are illuminated. In all three countries 
conservative military regimes maintained Catholic laws on abortion and divorce. 
At the time of democratization in these countries, high rates of illegal c1andestine 
abortions and their health consequences, as well as unregulated, de facto marital 
separations were glaring social problems. Moreover, public opinion favored 
legalization of divorce as well as liberalization of current abortion laws in all 
three countries. Yet, the outcomes differ. In Spain, after the transition to 
democracy from 1975 on, politicians responded to liberalized public opinion 
on divorce and abortion, and reformed extant laws". Divorce was legalized in 
1981 and abortion legislation was liberalized in 1985. In Argentina, the 
democratic govememnt assumed power in December 1983, and divorce was 
legalized in 1987. While abortion remains illegal except to save the life of the 
woman, public debate on the issue has diversified. In both countries, to varying 
extent, democratic transitions brought about a more plural debate and 
liberalization of laws. 

2. Liberalization cornmonly implies reforming laws to allow women legal abortions in specific cases, yet not 
dccriminalizing abortion altogether. Legalization implies complete freedom of choice. 
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In contrast, Chile maintains prohibitive laws on both. In fact, eleven years of 
democratic politics have, paradoxically, witnessed a reinforcement of moral 
Jundamentalism. Hence, the conservative opposition has succeeded in pushing 
the issue ofliberalizing abortion laws totally offthe political agenda, while it has 
been able to postpone divorce legislation with an impressive countercampaign 
for over ten years.The consolidation of a conservative moral agenda on the political 
right has effectively prevented the legal regulation of social changes that have 
impacted Chile at similar and often higher levels than other Western countries. 
Both clandestine abortion and de facto separations, as will be seen, amount 10 

dramatic social problems in Chile. Supportive public opinion and ten years of 
continuous center-Ieft govemance -although with a Christian Democratic center 
party- provide an amenable political context to at least moderate liberalization'. 
Yet the government has been inactive on these issues, despite studies that 
continuously demonstrate the efficacy ofmore assertivefamily planning programs'. 

How to explain this seemingly undemocratic -and counterintuitive- outcome in 
Chile? The puzzle here is how and why this moral agenda has attained such 
policy priority among the political right in Chile and with such success, and 
how latent opposition on the left has not translated into an equally active polítical 
agenda. The primary factor that distinguishes Chile and requires analysis, I 
argue, is how the religious cleavage is politically manifested. In the following, 
I outline what I mean by the religious cleavage. Then, I outline the Chilean 
political context, including the social dimensions of abortion and marital 
separations in Chile, public opinion on abortion and divorce, and legislative 
initiatives related to both during the last ten years. In the following section, I 
argue that three factors related to the religious cleavage explain the nature of 
abortion and divorce politics in the country: the changing Vatican agenda, the 
re1ationship of the Catholic Church to polítical parties, and the emergence and 
effectiveness of new interest groups. Finally, 1 show how parties have 
consolidated active and passive positions on abortion and divorce through the 
1990's, given the influence of these factors. 

3. Moreover, from the point of view of the political right, legal regulation of these social problems would not 
increase redistributive outIays, and in the case of abortion would in faet contribute lo a drastic cut in public 
health expenditures through a reduction in the hospita1izations of abortion complications. 
4. Most recently, a study found that adequate post-abortion treatmenl -including access lo contraeeptives
for women who arrive in hospita1s for abortion complications reduced the abortion rate among the group by 
82 percenl, compared lo a control group that did not receive such treatment (La Tercera, "Plan piloto reduce 
abortos en 82%", January 20, 2001). Yet such findings seem lo fall on deaf ears. 

10 
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The rellgíous c1eavage
 

Many social theorists predicted the eventual decline of the religious cleavage in 
the democratic, secularizing western polities. However, the political salience of 
moral and religious issues has, in many countries, increased during the last two 
decades. This increase has -particular1y from a comparative perspective>
remained under-analyzed arnong political scientists. 

Two moral issues that have most clearly ignited and divided religious and secular 
passions -particularly but not only in Catholic countries- are abortion and divorce. 
These are two topics on which virtually all people have deeply held convictions on, 
and hence political contestation of these issues tends to be highly visible. In theory, 
then, we should expect to see democratic politics at its purest when it comes to the 
resolution of moral issues such as these, and for outcomes to reflect public opinion 
(Barreiro 1998). This is enforced by the fact that political resolutions on moral 
issues such as abortion and divorce do not, in theory, involve external conjunctures, 
such as conflict over redistributive outlays (e.g. increasing taxes to pay for social 
prograrns) or "functionally" responding to external pressures (e.g. a government 
having to accept conditionalloans from the Intemational Monetary Fund). 

The political manifestation ofthe religious cleavage is central to understanding 
outcomes on abortion and divorce and, more broadly, moral conservatism on a 
politicallevel. Extant analysis of the religious c1eavage in politics has mainly 
centered on Western (and more recently Central) Europe, North America, and 
select other countries". Scholars in this field lament the lack of serious attention 
that the cleavage itself as well as analysis of it has received. Castles, a West 
Europeanist, calls religion an "unfashionable variable" for political scientists 
(Castles 1994:26). Even more striking, however, is that analysis ofthe religious 
c1eavage is almost non-existent for Latin America, despite the powerful position 
of the Catholic Church in most Latin American countries, and the theoretical 
recognition (from Lipset and Rokkan 1967 on) that the religious c1eavage in 
Catholic countries is of fundamental importance in defining political party 
systems and in influencing political outcomes. A relatively small but crucial 

5. 1refer to comparativc study here as systcmatic analysis of social or political phenomena bctwccn two or 
more countrics. 
6. Most notably Israel, Turkey, Japan, and India. 

11 
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body of literature on the religious eleavage in democratic countries (Castles 
1994; Layman 1999; Scully 1992; Berger 1985; Dogan 1994; van Kersbergen 
1995; Lijphart 1982), on church-state relations in Latin America (Gill 1998; 
Levine 1990;Vallier 1970; Meecham 1966), and a solid literature on political 
parties (e.g. Lipset and Rokkan 1967; Dix 1989; Rueschemeyer, Stephens and 
Stephens 1992; Mainwaring and Scully 1995; Kitschelt 1994), have contributed 
to the development of my framework. 

The political manifestation of the religious cleavage embodies threedimensions. 
First, it involves an analysis ofthe increased Vatican emphasis on family moral
ity since the assumption ofJohn Paul 11 to the papacy in 1979, and the consequent 
shift in Church priorities on a national level. This has increased the breach 00
tween lay Catholics and the hierarchy. Second, it involves an examination ofthe 
nature of political parties and their relationship to the Catholic Church. The third 
dimension involves the emergence of new interest groups involved in abortion 
and divorce politics, and their ties to parties and politicians. 

Few political scientists have systematically analyzed the role of religion in 
democratic politics in South America, particularly in relation to moral issues 
such as abortion and divorce. However, the increasing relevance of religion 
and ethical values in politics around the world necessitates such analysis. My 
study of Chile, drawing on interviews, newspaper artieles, legislative bills and 
debates, Church documents, public opinion and aggregate data, and secondary 
sources, contributes to an understanding of these political dynamics, 

12
 



The Chilean context 

Política) institutions and parties 

Chile's current presidential system was created by the 1980 Pinochet-designed 
constitution and is, in essence, a status-quo oriented political system, designed 
to give one minority -the political right- veto power over legislative changes". 

The Chilean Congress inc1udes five majar political parties. The governing 
Concertación coalition is formed by the centrist Christian Democrats (PDC) and 
the left parties, the Party for Democracy (PPD), the Socialist Party (PS), as well 
as the minor Radical Social Democratic Party (PRSD). The opposition "Alianza 
por Chile" is formed by the Independent Democratic Union (UDI), which is the 
party most closely identified with the previous authoritarian regime, and National 
Renovation (RN), which is right-wing but less identified with Pinochet. The 
Christian Democrats -with roughly one-third of the popular vote- are the largest 
party in Chile. Their economic centrism is combined with conservative moral 
values, given historical ties to and continuing infiuence of the Catholic Church. 
The three post-Pinochet presidents (1990-2006) have come from the Concertación 
-the first two from the PDC, and current President Lagos from the left. In Chile' s 
bicameral congress, the Concertación has maintained a majority in the Chamber 
between 1990 and 2000, while designated senators -with nine seats- have tipped 
the balance of power in the Senate in favor of the Right", 

What distinguishes the Chilean party system is, first, the extent to which it is 
institutionalized (compared to the TestofLatin America), second, the continuing 
strength (since its inception in 1957) of the Christian Democratic party, and 
third, the organizational and ideological strength of the political right. 

7. Due to space constraints 1 do not discuss the constitution, electoral system, the bi-cameral chambcr and 
executive-legislative relations here. Suffice it to say that the Senate has nine appointed (unelected) senators, 
which is dcsigned to tip the balance of power in favor of the right and, like other Latin American regimcs, 
the president has extensive prerogative powers. While the right wing does receive an institutional boost 
given the constitutional system, it cannot explain why the right has dominated politics on moral issues. The 
dominance of the right goes far beyond the institutional advantages it has; moreover, such advantages could 
have, in another political context, produced a passive approach. 
8. This may be slowly changing, lliven that former PDC President Frei (1994-2000) was able to appoint three 
senators. As the ideological colonng of the senatorial appointments bccomes more reflective of congressional 
balance of power more broadly, right wing opposition to the long-time Concertación dernand to end with the 
undemocratic appointments has wavered. The Lagos presidency may see a constitutional reform on thc issue. 
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The social dimensions of divorce and abortion 

Marital separations 

As stated earlier, Chile is exceptional in its continued prohibitionof legal divorce. 
Therearethree waysthatcouplescan separateinChile.First, thousands of fraudulent 
annulments are perfonned in Chile each year, in which the couple líes about the 
"incompetence"of thecivilregistrarat the timemarriageiscontracted, hencenulling 
the union". This option is available and accessible to the middle and upper classes 
on thebasisof mutualconsent,andgiventhehiringcostsoflawyers. Second,people 
separatede facto withoutbeingable to legallyregulatetheirsituations. Hence,many 
people remain legally marriedto former partnerseven when they haveformed new 
families. Third,peoplesimplydonotget married, giventhelegaldifficulties involved 
with eventual separations. This is most cornmon among the lower classes, and is 
legally most problematic in cases of abandoned partners (women) withchildren. 

It couldbe argued that the "escapevalve" of fraudulent annu1ments amongthemiddle 
classeshas allowedfor the regulation of theproblem without legalization of divorce. 
However, this escape valve may explain 1ack of willingness to aetively support the 
legalization of divorce amongsorne sectors closeto theChurch, but it doesnotexplain 
thevehemence withwhich conservative sectors have organiz.ed theiropposaion todivon:e. 

Numbers on "legitimacy" -that is, births within wedlock- provide another 
indication of the extent to which family relationships are managed in modem 
Chile. As tables 1 and 2 indicate, the percentage of children bom outside of 
wedlock has dramatically increased in Chile and is higher than in any other 
country in Westem Europe and North America. 

Table 1
 
Children boro out oC wedlock in Chile
 

9. In 1988, legal annulments numberedjust under lO 000, and have increased since. (Instituto Nacional de 
Estadisticas. Anuario de Justicia. 1988. Reproduced from Andrés Gacitúa, "Algunos aspectos de la realidad 
en las estadísticas demográficas y judiciales", 1992: 32.) 

14 
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During the democratic years we see a dramatic increase in the number of out
of-wedlock children. 

The increased numbers of out-of-wedlock children are partly due, first, to the 
fact that more people, particularly from the lower classes, no longer choose to 
marry; second, to the inability to legally regulate new unions formed by people 
legaI1y married to former partners, and the children boro within these unions; 
and third, to the increased rates of teenage pregnancies in which sole 
responsibility for offspring tends to fall on the mother. 

Table 2 

Children born out of wedlock in select West European countries, 1994 

country percent out of wedlock 
Italy 7% 
United Kingdom 32% 
France 35% 
Denmark 47% 

Sweden 50% 
Source: Anthony Giddens, La Tercera Vía. Buenos 
Aires: Tauros. 2000. (Translation frorn the original tille 
The Third Way. 1998.) p.10? 

The comparison of Chile with West European countries is useful. AHthe coun
tries shown in table 2 have legal divorce, and the percentages of out-of-wed
lock children vary greatly. This table lends doubt to the argument made by the 
Chilean right that legalizing divorce destabilizes the traditional fami1y struc
ture. It is clear that legalizing divorce does not raise the percentage of out-of
wedlock children; in fact, many observers point out that it is the inability to 
divorce and remarry that increases these numbers. Chile's statistics corroborate 
the latter argument. 

Abortion rates and hospitalizations 

Chile also constitutes an exception given its absolute prohibition on abortion. 
Yet the gap between laws and behavior is vast. Abortion rates are very high; it 
is estimated that around 120000- 175 000 abortions are performed each year 

15
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(see Requena 1990: 23-25; Arteaga 1990: 16; Lizarraga and McCnachie 1994: 
11; Ferrando et. al. 1994). This translates to roughly one abortion for every 
three live births'", the highest abortion rate in South America (Guttmacher 1994). 

Hospitalization rates of women with complications from abortions are high. 
The official rate has fluctuated at aboye 30 000 cases of induced abortions 
between 1960 and 198811

• In 1991, the Nationallnstitute of Statistics reported 
43.000 hospital admissions for abortions and miscarriages". 

An estimated one-third of maternal mortality in Chile is caused by complications 
from illegal abortions, at about 1000 times the rate at which women die from 
legal abortions in developed countries". Moreover, it was estimated in 1996 
that the costs of abortion complications for the public health system are 15 
million dollars a year (Casas et.al. 1998: 12). Finally, a study completed in 
1995 found hundreds of women prosecuted for abortion during the first half of 
the 1990' s, virtually all of whom come from the lower c1asses (Casas 1996). 

Aside from its theoretical significance, three factors define abortion as a practical 
policy problem: the monumental gap between laws and behaviour, the acute 
public health consequences of abortion, both human and financial, and the c1ass 
and gender nature of the problem. Middle- and upper c1ass women have access 
to the 'escape valve' of safe but expensive private illegal abortions, while health 
and legal risks from complications are virtua1lyexc1usively a problem ofworking 
c1ass and poor women", Moreover, men rarely participate in the process, and 
the physical and emotional costs are carried by women alone. 

The unequal burden borne by the rich and the poor-and by men and women- could 
explain the lack of legal change. Yet these factors were also present in (Spain, 
Argentina, and) rnany other countries where legal change has taken place. It is the 
way the problem is -or is not- translated onto the politicallevel that is crucial. 

lO.Estimates of c1andestine activities may not, of course, be whoUy accurate. However,a reasonable and 
quite conservativeestimate is that for every hospitalizedabortion, there are around five abortions in society 
that go "unobserved".Moreover,the broad accuracyof the estimatesthemselvesdo not tend lo be a subject 
of politicalcontroversy; neitherexperts nor politicians-right or left- question the high level of abortions in 
the country. 
11. Ministryof Health.Chile, 1988. It shouldbe stressed that official statisticsrepon approximately10000 
less hospitalizedabortionsannually than the unofficial statistics (Requena 1990:26). There are a number of 
reasons to place more confidence in unofficial statistics-mainly that the unofficial statistics are adjusted 
throughexpertestimatesforsystematicundercounts andmisreportings, e.g. womenare unlikelyto voluntarily 
admit in public hospitals that they have inducedan abortion. 
12.The Iatteraccount forapproximately 25 percent ofthe cases. Since1992,theINSdoesnot report Ibisdata. 
13.SeeGayanBarba1990;49;SilvaDreyer1990: 12;Valdez&Faundez1997: 62; Ministerio de Salud1997:18. 
14. One of the most lucrative ways to earn moneyas a doctor in Chile is to perfonn abortions, the prices of 
whichare severa!timesthe pricesof abortionsin the UnitedStates.The poor resort to backstreetpractioners, 
who tend to have little or no qualifications. 

16 
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Publíc opinion on divorce and abortion in the democratic era 

Restrictive rules on abortion and divorce do not reflect public opinion on these 
issues. On divorce, virtually all surveys since the late 1980' s find significant 
majority support in Chile, indicating that only a minority adhere to a total 
prohibition. 

Table 3
 
Select survey data on divorce
 

Year Percentage in favor Number of cases Agency 
1987 66.7 ? Gallup 
1989 77.0 100 Masterclub 

1996 79.8 1980 Desuc-copesa 

The table reveals, despite sorne methodological problems regarding the number 
of cases (1ackof information on Gallup and the low number of the Masterc1ub 
survey) significant majority support for divorce. These findings are corroborated 
by a scholar who already in 1992 found a two-to-one relationship between those 
who are in favor and those who are against divorce (approx. 67% in favor) 
across all surveys until 1992 (Gacitúa 1992:58). Moreover, in the surveys in 
which religion was inc1uded, those who identified themselves as Catholics 
(around 75%) tended to be somewhat more liberal than the population over-all 
(ibid). It is c1ear that the opinions of liberal Catholics have consistently and 
strongly contradicted those of the hierarchy and integralist Catholics. 

Table 4
 
Party members' positions on divorce in 1990
 

% in favor % against % indifferent 
VOl 50.0 50.0 0.0 
RN 44.9 55.1 0.0 
POC 59.8 39.1 1.1 
PPO 70.5 28.2 1.3 
PS 77.5 22.5 0.0 

Source: Que Pasa, July 1990, no.1012. Que Pasa IS a weekly national news 
magazine. The survey was conducted by Gemines", 

15. Vnfortunately, the number of cases is unspecified, and the information is unavailable, However, interviews 
corroborate these findings in broad formoFor example, one VOl legislator (who had supported divorcc in tbe 
early 1990' s and has since changed bis position publicly) told me of a vote the party held in 1988 among the 
party core and those against legalization outnumbered those in favor by only one vote. 

17
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Party members' positions on divorce (table 4) are closely in line with public 
opinion on the issue. Party members on the left mirror public opinion most 
closely with strong majority support; however, those on the right are divided 
over the issue and only RN has a narrow majority opinion against divorce. Yet 
through the 1990's, the left becomes more supportive of divorce as the right 
consolidates itself against divorce. By the 1997 Chamber vote on divorce, the 
left votes unanimously -with one abstention- in favor of divorce, while the 
right votes -with fOUT exceptions- against divorce, and the PDC is deeply split. 

Public opinion on abortion in 1990 

Despite the fact that rightwing and severalPDC politicians claim that a strong social 
consensus on abortion in favor of the status quo exists16, public opinion surveys tell 
another story. Already in 1990, opinions were verydivided, asshown in table 5. 

Table 5
 
Question: Under which conditions would you approve oC abortion?
 

Question % approve 
When the mother's health is at risk 75.3% 
When the fetus is handicapped 40.8% 
When the mother is unmarried 6.5% 
When couple does not want a child 13.9% 

Source: WorId Values Survey, 1990. 1500 cases", 

It is clear that overwhelming majority support among the population for the re
legalization of therapeutic abortion existed right after its prohibition in 198918 

• 

Public opinion on abortion in 1996 and 2000 

The conservative outcomes on abortion politics may be explained by a 
conservatization of Chilean society through the 1990's. However, surveys 
indicate that this is not the case. 

16. In interviews, severa! politicians told me 1hat Chile is a "pro-life society", and that any attempts to 
legalize even !herapeutic abortion have met, and will continue to meet, wi!h deep societal rejection. 
17. The World Values Survey was conducted worId-wide in the early 1990' s and published in 1994. Tbe data 
set ineludes 375 questions, inc1uding attitudes toward work, the meaning and purpose of life, farnily life, 
and contemporary social issues. The number of cases is 1500 for Chile, and theme!hod was random sampling, 
although for Chile only the central region was included, which covers 63 percent of the population and 
where!he income level is 40 percent above the national average. (World Values Codebook 1994). 
18. Other surveys corroborate these findings. For example, a 1989 CERC survey found that 75.8% of 
respondents "believe that the interruption of a pregnancy should be legally permitted when the mo!her's life 
is at risk or the child would be boro deformed." Similar survey results were found by APROFA-CERC 
(1989,1990), DlAGNOS (1984), and F1..ACSO (1988). 
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Table 6
 
Question: In which cases should abortion be permitted?
 

~hen... 

The mother' s life is in danger 
The pregnancy is the result of rape 
Fetus is deformed 
The family cannot afford the child 
The woman does not want more children 

Percent 
agree In 

1996* 

58.7% 
47.7% 
32.6% 
8.4% 
10.7% 

Percent 
agree In 

2000** 

77.9%*** 
55.1% 
54.4% 

* Desuc-Copesa survey, Novembcr 1996. 1980 cases.
 
uThe newspaper Las Ultimas Noticias. 1014 cases in the Metropo1itan regíon'",
 
*u The question was whelher 1egislating therapeutic abortion "should be considered an issue of ~
 

~", lending the 78 percent support added political importance.
 

It is important to stress that with an issue such as abortion, wording of the 
question is crucial and can have significant effects on how respondents answer. 
However, it is cIear that substantial majority support for therapeutic abortion
59% and 78% in 1996 and 2000 respectively- is solid, while around half of 
those surveyed support legal abortion in the case ofrape (48% in 1996,55% in 
2000). Given considerable disagreement on indications such as rape and fetal 
deformity, these cannot be considered cIear-cut issues among the population. 
The status quo -absolute prohibition of abortion- does not, in any case, have 
popular approval. 

Legislative initiatives 

Given the social dimensions of abortion and divorce as well as public opinion 
approval, we should expect a rush of legislative inítiatives to legalize divorce 
and liberalize abortion, encouraged by eleven years of continuous center-1eft 
govemance in the 1990' s. Given Chile' s presidential system, the executive has 
ample opportunity to define the polítical agenda, even if the right has substan
tial influence on whether that agenda is actually passed. 

19. La Tercera, "La mayoría de los chilenos estaría a favor del aborto terapéutico", August 7, 2000. 
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In the case of abortion, no legislative rush from the center-left has taken place, 
in fact, quite the opposite has occurred. Five bills on abortion have been pre
sented in either the Chamber or the Senate since 1990. The first was an initia
tive to re-legalize therapeutic abortion in 1991 but, after virulent opposition on 
the right, the goveming Concertación never even passed it on to a comrnission. 
The other four (1994 [3], 200 1), initiated by the right, have all proposed to 
increase penalties for women who commit abortions and their accomplices to 
equal penalties for homicide; to introduce the concept ofarrepentimiento eficaz 
in which women who supply the police with the names of abortion providers or 
complices receive reduced (or in the last bill, nulled) sentences; as well as to 
change the definition of abortion in the penal code from a "crime against public 
morality" to "homicide". The two that were introduced in the Chamber were 
sent to the family comrnittee, which never discussed the bills. The identical bill 
introduced in the Senate was approved by the Justice Comrnittee and lost on the 
Senate floor, in 1998, by only two votes. A minimal1y reformed version is due 
to be introduced in the Senate in the near future. 

On divorce, the political panorama is more varied as both left and right have 
initiated their own projects to regulate marital separations. Since 1990, there 
have been three reformist and four conservative initiatives on divorce, all except 
one presented in the Chamber. One was a conservative bill and sought to 
eliminate the ease with which Catholic annulments could be obtained (in 1991) 
and was never discussed. The next three all sought to legalize divorce. The first 
two -introduced in 1991 and 1993- were not discussed, but the third, more 
conservative bill presented in 1995, built on the previous bills, passed the 
comrnissions, and was voted on and approved along party lines in the Chamber 
in 1997. During comrnissional and plenary debates on the issue, two conservative 
initiatives were presented, sponsored by right wing deputies and one Christian 
Democrat, first with the general vote, and a modified version with the particular 
vote. These would have, in effect, restricted the scope of the bill dramatically, 
either by avoiding the actual "dissolution of the marital bond"(that is, divorce) 
or by making the bill retroactively inapplicable to already married couples, as 
wel1 as giving couples at the moment of contracting marriage the choice to 
maintain the marriage "indissoluble", and hence renounce a possible future 
recourse to divorce. Both initiatives were voted down in plenary sessions along 
party lines. The divorce bill was sent to the Justice Comrnission in the Senate in 
1997, and has not, to date, been presented for discussion by the right wing 
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cornmission presidents. Given the visibility of the issue in the media, and 
overwhelming public opinion in favor of legislation, the impasse led the left
wing Presidential candidate Ricardo Lagos (current President) to include it in 
his electoral program during the 1999 campaigns, and promise to include it 
within executive prerogative if necessary", However, taking advantage of the 
protracted wait he has been responsible for in the Senate, President of the Justice 
Commission RN Senator Sergio Diez, a vehement opponent of legalized divorce, 
has developed his own counter-project with the active participation and support 
of right-wing legislators, intellectuals, and clergy. The basic idea of the project 
is to avoid divorce by modemizing (but not fundamentalIy changing) annulment 
legislation, and giving the Catholic Church as well as select other religions the 
authority to approve or deny applications for annulment". Debate on divorce 
has been postponed by the president several times, and at the time of submission 
of this paper (Apri12001) it is unclear when the issue will finally be introduced 
in the Senate. 

20. Executive prerogative in Chile's presidential system allows the President to surpass congressíonal rcticencc 
and force commissions and the plcnary to discuss issues of executive choice during half of the congressional 
year. The executive has announced plans to introduce it in March 2oo\. 
21. Interview with RN Senator Sergio Diez, November 29, 2000, Valparaíso. 
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The religious cleavage in Chilean politics 

The social dimensions of abortion and divorce as well as favorable public opin
ion have not brought about a liberalization of abortion and divorce laws and, in 
the case of abortion, have not even resulted in legislative initiatives. Why has 
the lefi been so timid, and why has the right been so active? 

Solid explanations for leftwing timidity have been posited (Haas 1999; Blofield 
and Haas 2000; Htun 2000), which focus most importantly on the legacy of 
Catholic Church opposition to the dictatorship and its consequent influence 
over its former allies, as well as the dynarnics of coalition politics between a 
more openly secular lefi and a Christian Democratic center party (for a detailed 
analysis, see Blofield and Haas 2000). These explain an important part of leftwing 
hesitance on abortion and divorce but leave the active opposition of the politi
cal right unexplained. My explanation highlights three crucial factors related 
to the religious eleavage in explaining the conservative outcomes -both lefi 
timidity as well as right opposition- on the politics of abortion and divorce in 
Chile. First, the changing Vatican agenda since the assumption of the Papacy 
by John Paul 11 in 1979, and its impact on the Chilean Church. Second, the 
relationship ofthe Chilean Church to political parties since the transition (which 
ineludes previous explanations). Third, the relative access to resources and ef
fectiveness of conservative and reforrnist interest groups in the 1990's. The 
political right has been strongly influenced by the growth of a network of social 
organizations, elite educational institutes, and think-tanks, fostered by the con
solidation in Chile of the integralist Catholic groups Opus Dei and the Legion
aries of Christ among the highly cohesive Chilean upper elasses. 

Vatican agenda 

While Catholic teaching on abortion and divorce has remained a constant during 
the 20th century, there has been a shift in emphasis as well as strategies on the 
issues. John Paul 11 has, since his ascencion to the papacy in 1978, rnade farnily 
morality, with a particular emphasis on abortion and divorce, top priorities of the 
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hierarchy. Since then, a doctrinal shift, organizational changes, and changes in 
personnel have unified the Church position and concretized the Papal message". 

First, the Chilean Church itself has, in response to both the Papal agenda as well 
as to their perception of moral degradation in Chilean society at the onset of 
democratic politics and possible liberalization of legislation on divorce and 
abortion, launched various farnily units and organizations within the Church. 
In the mid-1990' s the Chilean Church created the Pastoral Institute of the Farnily 
to promote a nation-wide farnily-oriented campaign. In 1997, the Santiago 
archdiocese formed the "Vicariate of the Farnily" to emphasize Church doctrine 
on the farnily, most prominently on issues such as divorce, sexual education, 
and abortion. These were both attempts to counter liberal discourse in more 
active and constructive ways by infIuencing problem definition and agenda
setting, and not merely trying to infIuence fmal votes in Congress". 

Second, while moral opposition to divorce has been a constant in Church teaching 
throughout the century, the extent to which it is appropriate for bishops to lobby in 
the legislative realm, and apply outright pressure, has shifted. The Vatican TI rnessage 
on the autonomy of the moral and legislative realm has been modified during the 
reign of JoOO Paul II in a more integralist direction, and this has become clear in 
Church involvement in politics in Chile. On the one hand, the position of the Chilean 
Church is that Catholic doctrine on divorce should extend 10 the legislative realm. 
This is most simply encapsulated in Cardinal Oviedo's staternent in 1997 during the 
divorce debates in the Chamber: "A Catholic cannot vote for divorce". 

On the other hand, the nature of the Catholic Church as an institution has allowed 
it to forcefully foster unity in the clerical ranks and hence a united public front 
on divorce despite the existence of internal discord. Several POC deputies have 
had priests privately express their support for legislative autonomy on the issue 
of divorce, while acknowledging they cannot publicly do S024. The Church has 

22. Daudelin and Hewitt (in 1995) find that since the ascencion oí1000 Paul II to the Papacy in 1978, over 50 
percent oí Latin American bishops have been replaced, nearly all oí the new bishops being more conservative 
than their predecessors (Daudelin and Hewitt 1995). My own research on personnel changes in tbe 1980's 
and 1990's within the Chilean Church strongly confirrns the conservatization oí the c1ergy in Chile. 
23. This had been the case in Argentina, where even officials in the Episcopate admit that the Church 
campaign in opposition to divorce was wholly reactive and negative. 
24. Interviews witb two PDC deputies, both oí whom sponsored the divorce biU currently pending debatein 
the Senate. September and October 2000, Santiago and Valparaíso. 
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expressly prohibited priests from publicly manifesting divergent views on the 
issue", and severely chastised the few who have done S026. This strategy has 
allowed the Church, in the short term, to present a united and formidable 
opposition to the legalization of divorce". This has enabled the conservative 
voice to appear very coherent and unified, in distinction with reformist voices, 
which are more participatory, democratic and fragmented, and maintain 
discrepancies not only over strategies but over goals as well. 

This is grounded in the generally high social position the Catholic Church in 
Chile has so far enjoyed. Yet the social position of the Church in the medium 
and long term is not clear. The effects of completely silencing discord in the 
ranks instead of allowing for a debate on an issue that is such an acute social 
problem may have a demoralizing effect within the Church, as well as distance 
the Church itself from the population in general, only a small minority of whom 
continue to agree with its position". That is, even many within the Church 
believe that the hierarchy runs the risk of appearing fundamentalist and distant 
from social reality, and of becoming a "private club for the faithful'?". This 
perception has resonated politically in other Catholic countries, and what 
distinguishes the continuing power of the Church and the political manifestation 
of its doctrine in Chile is the political allies it has found. 

The Catholic Church and Political Parties in Chile" 

Changes in the Vatican alone cannot explain the influence of Catholic doctrine 
in politics. We need to observe how the doctrine is translated into actual politics. 
Since the transition to democracy, the Church has actively sought allies across 
the political spectrum -with the right, the PDC and the left -to promote its vision 

25. La Tercera, interviewwilh priestRamon Cifuentes. 1997.date? 
26.Bishopof Punta ArenasTomás González,whilehe does not disagreewithChurchdoclrineon divorceper se- has 
publiclymaintained the positionthat ''the Church shouldpromote, not impose, its doclrine" (El Mercurio, "Iglesia 
debe proponer y no imponer su doctrina,dijo Obispo T.González", luly 7, 1994).The position has elicited severe 
condemnation by the hierarchy. 
27. There was vehement clerical opposition lo equalizing the legal rights of lcgitimatc, illegitimate and natural 
children,as wellas lo the prohibition of expellingpregnantgir1s fromhigh school.However,clericaloppositionwas 
not officialand united,and both bills have recentlybecome1aw. 
28. Which has been the historyof seeularization in the West 
29. Interviewwithanofficialin the departmentof publicrelationsofthe ChileanEpiscopate,October2000,Santiago. 
30. On a broader level, patterns of party forrnation in Catholic countries tend lo differ from those in Protestant 
countries,giventhe natureof theCatholicChurch as an organizationand its insertioninto politicsand society.There 
is, over-all,a strongidentification of right-wing/conservative partieswilh the Church, and 1eftwing/refonnist parties 
wilh secularsupportbases. This has given the conservativeparties the historicaladvantageof a wealthy,organized 
and centralizedinterest group as a natural support base. This clear "dichotomy" is complieated when a Christian 
Democratic center party is fonned. Such parties tend to be more centrist on econornic issues but -as a point of 
departure-have sided with Church teachingon moral and social issues. 
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and interests on a politicallevel. In the case of the POC, legislative refonn on 
contentious issues such as abortion and divorce is politically complicated and 
divisive for the party. As a point of departure, it is c1ear that the Chilean OC 
party in the 1990' s is morally and socially more conservative than its European 
counterparts were in the 1970' s and 1980' s, when significant sectors of Christian 
Democrats actively supported the legalization of divorce and the liberalization 
of abortion laws. The impact of the Pinochet dictatorship (1973-1990), which 
froze refonn on women' s rights, among other things, during the decades when 
the most fundamental changes were taking place in the democratic world", 
certainly influenced the evolution of party positions on moral issues. When the 
DC party re-emerged during democratization in the 1980' s, the more 
conservative reign of Pope John Paul II had had time to exert a decisive influence 
on current ideology of the Chilean Church, and the oppositional role the Church 
had played during the military regime allowed it to demand a privileged political 
role and to reassert its influence in politics. 

This heritagegives theChurch great leverage over party and legislatorcornmitments, 
even when individual disagreement exists. The reaffmnation of othodoxy in the 
Church hierarchy and its influence on the party has aggravated divisions within the 
party. Basically, the more conservative leadership prefer to retain unquestioning 
adherence to Church doctrine on moral issues, while reformists maintain a more 
autonomous and pluralist approach to interpretations of Catholic doctrine. Divorce 
has polarized the party with reformists actively aligning with the left, and the 
conservative leadership preferring to avoid the issue but when forced lo broach it, 
aligningwiththe right(Blofie1d and Haas 2<XX». The politicalcosts involvingabortion 
have, however, allowed it to remain a taboo issue within the party, distinguishing 
the Chílean POC from its West European counterparts. 

These intemal divisions are only aggravated by the governing coalition the POC 
maintains with the more openly secular left. Due to the legacy of the dictatorship, 
an alliance of the PDC with the right has been out of the question as o/yet, even 
though the conservative sector identifies more closely with the right than the 
left on moral issues (Blofield and Haas 2000). 

31. lnterestingly, Smith, in the early 1970's, points to the declining inf1uence of the Catholic Church in 
Chilean politics, including within the OC party: "the party's "Catholic ideologica1 distinctives have been so 
diluted by pragmatic politics and an emerging humanist consensus thatwe may well speak ofthe secularization 
ofChristian Democracy"(Smith 1974: 126). This was, of course, within the context ofVatican 11. Smith may 
very well have been accurate for the time in which he was writing, before the military coup (1973-1990) and 
the Vatican reassertion of moral orthodoxy (1978-). 
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Church reassertion of influence has not been limited to the Christian Democrats; 
rather, it has extended both to the right and to the left. On the left, the Church 
has openly used its human rights legacy to pressure the left into following 
Catholic doctrine on family-related issues. Its calls on the left to pay its political 
debt are often explicit, and many left politicians are affected, or choose to be 
affected, by them. What is interesting is that the majority of the bishops that 
continue to "collect the debt?" ten years into democracy are not the great human 
rights protectors of the 1970' s and 1980' s. Yet the left is hesitant to openly 
confront the Church, which is linked to the coalition the left maintains with the 
PDC, to the alliance between the Church and the political right, and to the relative 
weakness of reformist interest groups. 

On the political right in Chile, morally liberal free-marketeers are virtually non
existent. Both the Church and the political right have strongly coincident public 
positions on issues of family morality, and have fostered close relations to 
promote political outcomes in accordance with them. From a very conflictual 
relationship during the military regime, when a significant number ofright wing 
politicians were acquiescent of human rights violations and supported regime 
continuance, the two actors have managed to foster close relations and find 
common interests during the democratic years". From delegitimating, often 
personally offensive remarks about bishops in the 1980's, right politicians have 
come to manifest a remarkable respect for clergy in the 1990' s. The position of 
the right on abortion and divorce has helped bridge relations after the conflict 
of the 1980's, and has given the right increased morallegitimacy during the 
democratic years. 

Interest groups 

Church influence in politics alone cannot explain the outcome. Politicians could 
treat the Church as just another interest group -as they have come to do in other 
countries- and, in fact, politicians in Chile have strong incentives to change 
legislation given the support of the population for such reforms, and the social 
problems caused by the lack of them. Moreover, the Church strategy has been 
most effective in burying and postponing issues that would otherwise be debated; 

32. A terrn used by severalleft politicians 1 interviewed to describe their relationship with the Church. 
33. See Haas (1999) for an overview ofChurch influence on sex education and divorce in the 1990's. 
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however, the right has been willing to go further to actively promote its own 
agenda, and propose its own legislative initiatives. The more active strategy of 
the right wing has been fueIled by the proliferation of integralist Catholic 
organizations in Chilean society. They have fostered efficient interest groups 
and conservative networks with access to resources on the right, while less 
efficient interest groups on the left have few resources. This has allowed the 
right to dorninate the frarning of moral issues. 

The interest groups involved in moral issues can be grouped into two sectors: 
reformist -Ieftwing- and conservative -right wing. The reforrnist sector is mostIy 
composed of explicity ferninist groups, but also incIudes sorne lawyers' networks. 
The Church is the most important institution forrning the conservative sector, 
but it is not the only one.The conservatization of Chilean politics has been 
strongly supported by the growth of integralist Catholic organizations (that 
broadly belong to the Church itself) in Chilean society, most markedly Opus 
Dei (Latin for "Work of God") and the Legionarios de Cristo (Legionaries of 
Christ), and social organizations formed by their members. Opus Dei (the 
majority of whom are lay Catholics) and the Legionaries are dedicated to 
promoting adherence to Catholic morality on the farnily on an individual, social 
and political level". The reading of Catholic doctrine is selective to the extent 
that social morality -for instance, Vatican critiques of neo-liberalism- are not 
part of their agenda. This has led to strong critiques from other sectors of the 
Catholic Church". The Legionaries are more organized, and their explicit rnission 
is, according to Legionaire priest O'Reilly, to influence the most powerful sectors 
of society; that is, current and future leaders in the political, econornic and 
social realm. They have fostered conservative interest groups that have assumed 
an active role in trying to change the status quo on abortion and divorce through 
social mobilization and political lobbying". These groups have managed to 
make abortion and divorce issues of political priority for the right wing, and the 
right --except for a few exceptions- has publicIy unified over these issues. 

34. Virtually all of Opus Dei members are lay people. The Legionaries, on the other hand, are formed by 
Catholic priests and, technically, lay people are supponers, not members. 
35. An oflicial in the department of religion al the Vicariate for Education called these groups "ultra-rightists", 
36. One of the most irnportant organizaúons is Chileunido, formed in 1998 by a group of conservative 
Legionarie supporters with the explicit goal of retaining and pmmoting Chile's traditional family structure 
in nationallaws. One ofthe areas in which ChileUnido has been most active is in its anti-abortioo campaigns. 
ISFEM branched out from Chileunido and serves more specifically as a lobby group for the same goals. 
Fundación Maria Ayuda, Hacer Familia, and Porvenir de Chile are sorne of the other social organizatioos 
dedicated lo the same goals. These organizations maintain good access lo politicians on the right, particularly 
UDI. 
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The proliferation of these civil society organizations has been very beneficial 
for the political reaffmnation of Church doctrine. First, it has enabled the Church 
not to appear isolated. On the one hand, these organizations have been able to 
universalize Church ideology by disavowing explicitly Catholic roots, and by
at least theoretically- welcoming like-minded people from all religious faiths. 
Several people 1 interviewed claimed to me that the similarity of their ideology 
and goals with the Catholic Church was coincidental. On the other hand, the 
ability of these organizations to distance themselves from the Catholic Church 
per se has allowed them more creati vity in discourse. Their disavowal of formal 
links to the Church and strict Catholic roots in their ideology has enabled them, 
in essence, to use the discourse of the left to their own advantage by calling for 
pluralism and tolerance toward their message as representatives of a democratic 
civil society. This has hit hard for left groups, for whom calls for pluralism -in 
opposition to the imposition of Catholic morality- have been one of the 
cornerstones of their calls for the political liberalization of moral laws. The 
people 1interviewed kept reinforcing their independence from a) each other, b) 
the Legionaries and Opus Dei, and e) politicians. This image is not, however, 
wholly grounded in reality, and the personal and ideologicallinks between the 
social organizations, integral Catholic groups, think-tanks, and political parties 
are strong". 

As table seven lays out, interest groups with a conservative agenda are more 
organized, have more resources and tighter networks, and maintain better access 
to political parties than organizations with a reformist agenda. This has resulted 
in the political right actively assuming an integralist political agenda on moral 
issues, while the center-left has remained passive on abortion, and divided on 
divorce. 

37. Considerable overlap and moving among personnel in the organizations, think-tanks, and the politica! 
arena exists. Persona! contacts and relationships are tight as well. 
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Table 7
 
Comparison oC conservative and reConnist interest groups
 

Catholic Church	 Conservative Reformist groups 
groups(incl.Opus Dei 
and Legionaries) 

Finances High High, internal & Low, 
external external 

Organization Centralized, Tigh links, Decentralized 
hierarchical democratic & democratic 

Intellectual Priority Priority Non-priority 
Networks 
Religious orgs Catholic Church No 
PoIitical Iinks Center-right-left Right, sorne center Left-center 
Business/media Sympathetic Sympathetic Un-sympathetic 
Internationallinks Vatican Growing Declining 

In Table 7, I separate the Catholic Church into one category, and place 
conservative groups -ineluding Opus Dei and the Legionaries- in another 
category. In reality, of course, these two categories are over-Iapping, as Opus 
Dei and the Legionaries forro specific sectors of the Church, even if they do not 
forro part of the hierarchy (i.e.the Bishopry and the Episcopal Conference). 
As I discuss below, many ofthe social organizations have been forroed by these 
sectors and, over-all, the ideology ofboth the Church and the social organizations 
on family morality is the same. Moreover, we could visualize Opus Dei and the 
Legionaries as a bridge between the Church and the conservative groups. I 
conceptualize them separately in the table, given the organizational and fmancial 
differences between the more forroalized Catholic Church and the newer interest 
groups. 

In the following section, I explain the differences between the conservative and 
reformist groups in the area of organization and financial resources, intellectual 
production and resources, and networks. The last aspect ineludes access to 
politicians, business and the media, religion, and intemationallinks. 
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Organization and financia} resources 

The Catho1ic Church in Chile, as in Latin America in general, has a history of 
vast 1and ownership and wea1th. More recent1y, during the 1ast eleven years of 
democratic po1itics the Chilean government has transferred legal ownership of 
properties to the Catholic Church. Neo-liberal changes in educationa1 po1icy 
have a1so increased Church income through student fees. In essence, the Catho1ic 
Church has massive resources at its disposa1, both financia1 and organizationa1. 
Church statements can be instant1y and wide1y disseminated through c1ergy, 
Catho1ic associations and the media. Organizationa1 networks can, on the other 
hand, mobi1ize peop1e. 

Both Opus Dei and the Legionaries have experienced a phenomena1 growth in 
their financia1 capacities in the 1astdecade. Whi1e Opus Dei official1y arrived in 
Chile in the ear1y 1950' s, its institutiona1 presence received a boost with the 
formation of private schools and a university in the last decade. The university 
of Los Andes has expanded from a tiny building in downtown Santiago in 1990 
to an institution with several thousand students and a beautiful campus in the 
most exc1usivedistrict in the city, This expansion was achieved primari1y through 
business donations". 

The Legionaries carne to Chile in the ear1y 1980's, but their organizationa1 
efforts took off with the arriva1 of Irish priest John O'Reí11y in 1986. A 
charismatic person, O'Reí11y focused on prose1ytizing among the upper c1asses, 
particu1arly the business elite, and successfully created a network of donors for 
Legionaries' religious and social causes. Such a network is fundamental, because 
the explicit miss ion of the organization is to influence the elites, who in turn 
influence the social and political climate of a country. Hence, educational 
institutes and social organizations are crucial for va1ue diffusion, and elite 
donations, in turn, are crucial for their maintenance. The Legionaries have several 
private elite schoo1s in Santiago, and recently bought a university. A significant 
sector of the upper c1asses go to the private schoo1s of Opus Dei and the 
Legionaries, which they consider to be among the best schoo1s in Santiago. 
Moreover, the Legionaries and their supporters have founded numerous social 
organizations dedicated to the promotion ofCatholic family values during the 

38. Interview with the director ofthe Law School ofthe University ofLos Andes, January 19,2001, Santiago. 
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last decade". These organizations have become the backbone of the social and 
political opposition to divorce and therapeutic abortion, as well as other issues 
related to sexual and family morality. 

In contrast, the financial resources of feminist organizations have plurnmeted 
in the last ten years. They are virtually wholly dependent on international private 
or public funding agencies, and irregular government contracts for particular 
projects. This imbalance in resources between social organizations on the right 
and the left was somewhat "artifically" equalized during the 1980's struggles 
for democracy, as foreign money -mostly European- flooded in to support anti
Pinochet and pro-transition organization. Many women's groups were funded 
in this way and, since the return to democracy, most of the sources dried up as 
groups were expected to adjust to a democratic setting and to find domestic 
sources of funding. Women' s groups have had a hard time making the transition, 
and extant organizations remain dependent on international funding agencies 
for support. 

InteIlectual production and resources 

One of the most important long-term sources for a successful ideological project 
is the production of a coherent theoretical and normative discourse based in 
empirical analysis. This necessitates training and funding intellectual production, 
through schools, universities and, most specifically, think-tanks. The right wing 
has, in the last ten years, fostered several think-tanks, the most important of 
which is, on moral issues, Instituto Libertad y Desarrollo (Freedom and 
Development Institute), which maintains a close relationship with the American 
think-tank The Heritage Foundation. Well-funded by the domestic business 
cornmunity, Libertad y Desarrollo is most closely aligned with UDI, but retains 
tight links to politicians in the RN as well. Most importantly, policy analysts 
have produced a formidable amount of analysis on both abortion and divorce, 
from an integralist Catholic stance, and with explicit policy recornmendations. 
They have been able to shift the justifications for integralist policies away from 
appeals based solely on Catholic doctrine to arguments based on empirical data 
and democratic theory. These documents are the direct ideological and political 
base for both right-wing legislative initiatives on abortion and divorce, as well 

39. Interview with Legionaire supporter and UDI vice-president, January 16,2001, Santiago. According lo 
the respondent, the Legionaries founded "thousands of social organizations" in the 1990's. 
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as their opposition to left-wing legislative initiatives. The ability ofthe right to 
dorninate discourse has enabled the social scientific weakness of many of these 
works go by unquestioned. 

Left-wing think-tanks with links to Concertación leadership exist. However, a 
prominent socialist deputy argues that the biggest rnistake the Concertación 
made during its ten years as government in Chile has been "not to make 
universities function like universities, to have critical thinking, capacity to 
analyze, alternative proposals". Hence, he argues, "the polítical parties are acting 
not only with little institutional weight , and weakened, but also with little cultural 
and intellectual backing?". The policy institutes specifically are not as strong 
-financially or organizationally- as those of the right, and their polícy priorities 
have not involved abortion and divorce. Feminist lobby groups have produced 
documents with policy recornmendations on divorce in particular, but their 
production, dissernination among politicians and, most importantly, polícy 
presence is not as sustained as is the influence of their counterparts on the right. 
Hence, the right wing has been able to dorninate problem definition on abortion, 
and counter problem definition on divorce. 

Networks 

Access to politicians 

Both conservative and ferninist organizations retain networks among each other, 
given their common goals. The effectiveness and success of organizational 
efforts, however, vary. Groups on the right are very active. They inform 
legislators on their intellectual material s and activities regularly", and have 
access to UDI and RN politicians, as well as the more conservative sectors of 
the Christian Democrats. Many of the rightwing polítical elites belong to Opus 
Dei or support the Legionaries, or maintain close ties to them. The influence of 
Legionaries is most strongly consolídated in UDI, where most of the leadership 
are supporters. The near-victorious 1999 UDI presidential candidate Joaquin 
Lavín belongs to Opus Dei, and has made it clear that as President, he would 
veto divorce legislation even if it passed the Chamber and Senate'". The influence 

40. lnterview with PS deputy Carlos Montes, September 20, 2000, Santiago. 
41. The director of ISFEM told me they sent their informational policy packagcs to all legislators, both left 
and right, except for one deputy who had expressly asked them not to. lnterview with lsrnini Anastasiou, 
November 2000, Santiago. 
42. lnterview with a pro-divorce RN deputy, November 30, 2000, Valparaíso. 
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of Opus Dei and the Legionaries is consolidated in UDI, and encompasses 
significant sectors of RN as well". Direct influence is pretty much restricted to 
the political right, and Christian Democrats tend to have ties to more mainstream 
or leftist sectors of the Church". 

Feminist organizations have fostered few active allies on the left on the issue of 
abortion. The Foro Abierto de Salud y Derechos Reproductivos (Open Fonun on 
Health and Reproductive Rights), an umbrella organization of feminist groups 
workingon reproductive rights,has focusedon initiatives on a sociallevel and with 
morelirnited reaeh. Political contacts andpublicrelations carnpaigns arelessnotable. 
On divorce, ferninists have been able to foster networks with reformistpoliticians 
and lawyers,who may not identifythemselvesas feminist but who share the view 
thatrnarriage legislation mustbemodernized anddivorcelegalized. Thelobbygroup 
Grupo Iniciativa -an umbrellagroup of feminist organizations- engages in public 
debate and socialcampaigns,and promotes specificpolicy initiatives on women's 
rights.Grupo Iniciativa has beeneffectiveincreatinglinkswithfeministpoliticians 
and, to a lirnited extent,with Sernam". This has enabledfeminists to have a voice, 
if not influence, on the policy-making process on the divorce bill. 

Yet feminist access to politicians in general has largely been restricted to the 
few explicitly ferninist deputies in Congress, who themselves have limited 
influence in the Concertacián. After all, the relatively conservative divorce bill 
pending Senate debate has not taken into account feminist analyses. Several 
left politicians I interviewed dismissed the importance of feminists in Chilean 
society. A quote by a socialist senator encapsulates the problem of both 
perceptions and rea1ity: "look out the window,I don't see any feminist movement 
here, anything like compared to what I saw in ltaIy in the 1970'S"46. Feminist 
groups are seen as weak and hence inconsequentialin terms of policy preferences, 
and have been unable to determine the policy priorities for the left the way the 
conservative coalition has done on the right. 

43. UD! presidential candidate Lavín's 1999 campaign al US $60 million was an all-time high for Chile, 
outspendingLagos on a ratio of ten lo one. In Chile there are no campaign finance laws, and hence informa
tion IS not public and accessible,but several observersbelieve thatsubstantial fmancial support from abroad 
had been received through Legionaire and Opus Dei networks, 
44. The 'old guard' of the Christian Democrats are, however, sympathetic lo integral Catholicism and, 
aware of this, some of the social organizations are beginning lo build relationships with PDC legislators. A 
badly needed generationalchange in tbe PDC rnay impede tbe further developmentof tbese links, 
45. Sernam -Servicio Nacional de la Mujer- is tbe National Ministry for Women. It was created by the 
executive in 1991 lo promete women's rights, and has polayed an active role in less controversial initiatives 
on women's rights, such as enabling working mothers lo better fulfill tbeir dual roles, ending discrimination 
between 'legitimare' and 'illegitimate'children, prohibitingthe expulsion of pregnantgirls from schooI,and 
enhancingthe labor conditionsof domesticworkers.See Haas2000 for a cornprehensive analysisof Sernam's 
role in women's rights legislation in tbe 1990's. 
46. Interview with PS Senator José Antonio Viera-Gallo,November2000, Santiago. 
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Organized religion 

The links between right-wing organizations and the Catholic Church are clear. 
The left has a few links to progressive evangelical and Catholic priests, but 
these are vastly outweighed by the costs of having a unified and active Church 
hierarchy against the feminists on issues of family morality. The impact of 
strong Church opposition is deepened by the inability of the left to generate 
and, importantly, to disseminate its own, coherent counterdiscourse to Catholic 
morality. 

Business and the media 

Two factors are important here: the extent to which Chile's business class 
identifies with moral conservatism, and media ownership. First, the links between 
the business class and moral conservatives (although largely uninvestigated 
and perhaps uninvestigable) are extensive and tight. While the Chilean owning 
class have historically been staunch moral conservatives, space for dissension, 
particularly in the postwar era, has existed. In the 1990's, elite discourse has, if 
anything, become more orthodox. The most important avenues for the promotion 
of moral conservatism have become the Legionaries and Opus Dei, whose 
schools and universities have gained the reputation of being the institutes for 
elite formation. Hence, according to several observers, institutes linked to these 
two organizations (as wel1 as Catholic schools more broadly) are seen as avenues 
of social ascendance. The influence this perception, as wel1 as its reality, has 
had on elite discourse on moral issues has been fundamental. 

Second, ownership of the media is highly concentrated. AH of Chile's major 
national newspapers are owned by two conglomerates, the owners of which are 
solidly right-wing and moral1y conservative. The lack of a left-wing altemative 
newspaper, and the consequent ability of the right wing to ideologically dominate, 
has shaped moral politics at least as much as it has shaped economic politics in 
this country. Al1leaders of conservative organizations concurred, in interviews, 
that the domestic business cornmunity has generally been willing to financial1y 
sponsor and symbolical1y support the social and lobby campaigns of these 
organizations. The most prominent example is the anti-abortion initiative of 
Chileunido (an ongoing campaign since 1998) in which all TV channels agreed 
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to view their ads free of cost, in effect donating the organization millions of 
dollars, and other companies gave them direct donations". 

Discourse analysis reveals a much more sympathetic response to right wing 
initiatives and public declarations than to those on the left. For instance, with 
the introduction of the therapeutic abortion bill in 1991, most newspapers focused 
on right wing reactions to it, rather than left explanations of it. However, with 
the three rightwing initiatives to increase abortion penalties in 1994, most 
newspapers focused on right wing explanations of it, and almost completely 
omitted left critiques of it. 

This ideological slant is corroborated by my interviews, in which conservative 
respondents unanimously had a positive view of the role of the media in Chile, 
while reforrnist respondents were universally negative. While conservative 
organizations successfully engage in frequent and active letter-writing campaigns 
and have succeeded in fostering close relations with the media in general, the 
opinions of feminist organizations are much less prominent in the press. This is 
due both to a bias in publishing", as well as fewer letters sent by feminists. 
Several feminist leaders 1interviewed admitted to not sending letters to editors, 
and to declining interviews with the press, given bad previous experiences and 
generallack of morale. This understandable reaction has had significant negative 
consequences in terms of making the presence of feminist networks known. 

On any given issue that touches on the family, the Church has privileged 
representation, followed by the rightwing opposition and, lastly, the centerleft 
government. Feminist analyses are virtually non-existent, Basically, the media 
in Chile diffuses the ideology and policy preferences ofthe conservative interest 
groups. 

47. Interviewwith the editorialdirectorof a nationalafternoonnewspaperand one of the foundingmembers 
of Chileunido,January 11,2001, Santiago. 
48. My search through letters to the editor on abortionin La Tercera (the mainstreamnewspaper)between 
1997andAugust2000,foundthefollowing groupsrepresented: Comisiónde la Familia(FamilyCommission), 
Campañadel Día del Niño por Nacer (Tbe Child-to-be-bomDay Campaign), AbogadosContra el Aborto 
(LawyersAgainstAbortion),AssociaciónLatinoamericana para la Família (Latín AmericanAssocialionfor 
the Family),PsiquiatrasContrael Aborto(PsychiatristsAgainstAbortion),and JuventudUDI (VOl Youth). 
AH theorganizations representedareagainstlegalizingabortionunderanycircumstances. Individuals without 
an organizational affiliationare omitted here. 
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Intemationallinks 

The right has fostered intemational links with success. Opus Dei and the 
Legionaries are intemational organizations and, although the extent of financial 
flows is not public information, several observers noted that sorne of the financing 
for US $60 million presidential carnpaign of UDI candidate Lavín in ]999 
carne from these organizations abroad. Chile is, by foreign and Chilean pro-life 
activists alike, considered an exemplar for the rest of the occidental world. It is 
seen as the "last bastion" of political adherence to Church family doctrine and, 
as such, carries a great deal of symbolic weight in the Vatican and among 
conservative networks. At the same time, Chile can be seen as a strategically 
important country in Latin America for religious conservatives seeking to expand 
their influence, given its economic success and the growing middle class". 
Fertile ground to influence future conservatism on the continent exists. 

For feminist groups, links to foreign agencies are crucial. First, they provide 
funding that has not been available domestically. Second, they provide an 
intellectual base and strategic advice, basically because in almost all West 
European and North American countries the political changes feminists seek in 
Chile have already been achieved. However, lack of time and resources has 
made it more difficult for feminists to allocate more time to the search for and 
maintenance of these links. 

In terms of organization and financial reources, as well as access to politicians 
and business, the conservative groups maintain a much better stand than do 
their counterparts on the left. This has been aided, if not rnade possible altogether, 
through access to the networks that organizations such as Opus Dei and the 
Legionaries have developed. Feminist organizations have, on the other hand, 
experienced a reduction in access to financial resources (intemational funding 
has decreased while domestic funding remains non-existent) and very limited 
access to politicians. Moreover, the right has been very effective in intellectual 
production and problem definition in the national media. The left, on the other 
hand, has not prioritized intellectual production on issues related to Catholic 
morality, and has not conducted effective campaigns on problem definition in 
the media. 

49. Interview with Legionaire priest John O'Reilly, October 17, 2000, Santiago. 
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Paradoxically, then, despite the passive support in public opinion arnong the 
population, feminists have had little political influence on abortion and divorce, 
while conservative organizations, despite the lack of support in numbers, have 
high political influence. In essence, while most of society has increasingly 
liberal values and behavior, integralism within the right wing is consolidated. 
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Consolidation of political party lines on abortion and 
divorce through the 1990's 

The Church and interest groups on the right have effectively influenced 
politicians by making them avoid cha11enges to the status quo or by inducing 
them to change the status quo in a more conservative direction. They have 
framed the debate in such a way that those who seek to question the current 
prohibition on abortion are considered baby-killers, and those who question the 
prohibition on divorce seek to destroy the farnily. Effective lobbying has induced 
politicians on the right to actively maintain conservative positions and on the 
left to refrain from assuming liberal positions. 

In the following, I outline three worldviews on morality in general and abortion 
and divorce in particular: integralist Catholic, liberal Catholic, and a secular 
worldview. 1use the term worldviews because the issues analyzed here -abortion 
and divorce- touch on very deeply heId values of individuals, and different 
positions on these issues more broadly reflectdifferent worldviews on the nature 
and ends of farnily, society and politics. These three worldviews are represented 
in the Chilean party system. However, the factors I have outlined in the previous 
section have impacted the public manifestation of these worldviews, giving the 
integralist Catholic worldview political dominance on abortion, while both the 
integralist and liberal Catholic worldviews contest the issue of divorce and, 
fina11y, the secular worldview has been marginalized into political insignificance. 

Worldviews on abortion and divorce 

Two issues delineate the boundaries of these worldviews: first, where moral 
authority is vested; and second, how to deal with moral transgressors. A11 three 
'ideal types' of worldviews encompass distinct views of the farnily, of society, 
of women's roles in both, and how these roles are to be politica11y regulated. 
While both the liberal and integralist Catholic worldviews maintain relatively 
static roles for women and men, derived from God and interpreted through the 
Church hierarchy, differences exist on how moral authority should be man
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aged, and how to deal with transgressors. Berger outlines the difference be
tween integral and liberal Catholicism. Liberal Catholics believe that faith should 
be a matter of private affairs, and something that unites people in a general 
sense, while integral Catholics believe that faith should be the "judge of all", 
and "reject[] the notion that spheres of life (lie) beyond the reach of religious 
regulation" (Berger 1985: 32). Hence, liberals agree that, while Catholic doc

trine provides inspiration and insight, social reality and individual conscience 
should playa role in the political regulation of moralíty. 

Finally, the secular worldview vests the moral authority to make the decision to 
divorce or to have an abortion in the individual, and transgression is not an 
issue. Abortion and divorce are considered "social problems", and the 
conceptualization of these issues as "moral" is an imposition of one worldview 
on others. Moreover, this worldview rejects the idea that religious doctrine should 
have any influence in the polítical regulation of social life. Gender roles are 
considered social constructs for the purposes of political regulation. This im
plies that they are and should be mutable". 

The worldviews in the context of Chilean politics 

lntegralist Catholic worldview" 

Moral guidance, according to integralists, must only be basedon and drawnfrom a 
literal interpretation of Catholic doctrine. Moreover, Catholic moral values do not 
belongonly lo theChurch ortoCatholics,accordinglo LegionairepriestJohn O' Reilly, 
but are universal and reflect human nature, given their base in naturallaw. Hence the 
reach of Catholic doctrine is universal and non-negotiable, These values, according 
to O'Reilly, "are superior and anterior to man and... must be respected". The concep
tion of human nature and appropriate moral behavior is narrow and essentialist, and 
sanctions should be applied to those who transgress the boundaries. 

50. A comprehensive analysis of the three worldviews I posit is beyond the scope of this paper,asirle from 
laying out the very basic differences in relation lo abortion and divorce between the worldviews. It forms 
part of my dissertation research and will be addressed in the thesis. 
51. Here I draw on two central proponents of the integralist worldview in Chile, tbe leading Legionary in 
Chile, Priesl John O'Reilly, and Jorge Reyes, politica1 advisor lo UDI senators and tbe author of numerous 
poliJical initiatives related lo abortion and the famíly. References lo them are based on an inlerview with 
Priesl O' Reilly on October 17, 2000, Santiago, and on an interview with Jorge Reyes, November !O, 2000, 
Santiago. 
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Divorce, in Chilean Cardenal Jorge Medina's words, "goes against God's plan 
for human beings" (Medina 1991). Women have clearly defined roles which 
are threatened and destroyed if divorce or abortion is allowed. According to 
ü'Reilly, "a woman's essence, andcradle, is the family, she needs this environ
ment to grow". For a highly influential UDI political advisor, "the woman will 
socially always dedicate herself to her home because she will always do it, 
because that is how it is". Hence, aside from going against naturallaw, divorce 
hurts women because it threatens the context in which their nature is best ful
filled. Moreover, legalizing divorce is seen as a threat to individual liberty. 
Divorce, according to Reyes, "negates man's liberty, I believe that I have only 
one important capacity in life as a man and that is my liberty and to me no one 
can say thatwhen 1chose rny wife -1 did it foreternity- no one can say to me 
tomorrow that you did not do it for eternity'<". Finally, on a practicallevel the 
legalization of divorce in fact encourages people to separate, and statistics of 
marital separations from countries where divorce is legal are used by integralists 
to show how legalization would destroy the traditional family structure. Social 
problems such as poverty, teenage delinquency, alcoholism and drug addiction, 
unstable family relations, paternal abandonment, and "moral and social break
down" in Western countries are attributed to the fact that divorce is legal". 

With regard to abortion, a society must be founded on the principIe of right to 
life under all circumstances. Abortion is an intentional act of murder against a 
human being and therefore criminal under all circumstances, even when the life 
of the mother is in danger. Moreover, abortion only becomes an issue when 
women do not engage in a "correct sexuality" and, if they comrnit abortion, 
they go against their nature and confront terrible consequences for doing so. 
Reyes argues that «if you give a woman the opportunity between having or not 
having an abortion, she will always seek to keep the child, that is always....a 
woman arrives at the decision of abortion only because of the lack of opportunity 
and for having closed herself within a dark road that takes her into a decision of 
death, which marks her for the rest of her life ...» 

52. This argument -that legalizing divorce is a threat to individual liberties and a pluralist society- is a 
principie that is widely argued on the political right, and around which legislative proposals have been made 
(e.g. to allow for the couple lO renounce their right to divorce, or to prohibit divorce arnong those who 
profess to be Catholics, etc.). 
53. Public policy studies done by analysts al the Liberty and Development Institute and Chileunido cite all 
these factors as effects of legalizcd divoree. 
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As for social reality, O'Reilly argues that "[i]fwe had accepted Church doctrine 
on premarital relations... we would not have the problems we have today". Sex 
should only form part of a marital relationship, and should always be open to 
the possibility of procreation. Sex education and access to contraception is not 
only unnecessary, but morally and socially degrading and harrnful. Social 
problems such as growing AIDS rates, teenage pregnancies, and clandestine 
abortions exist because of lax social sanctions against transgressors, not because 
of Church doctrine itself. 

The response to transgressors is punitive. Moral transgressors must be 
appropriate1y punished, and hence all four legislative initiatives the right has 
proposed with regard to abortion during the 1990' s have sought to increase 
penalties for those involved in abortions", One of the defenses for the abortion 
bill in the 1998 Senate plenary debate was that "human beings need to be 
punished for certain behaviors?", On the other hand, women who die in the 
process of carrying their children to term (even if the child dies), or carry the 
babies of their rapists, are hailed as martyrs and examples for others to follow 
(Guzmán 1974, Reyes interview). On divorce, the issue at stake is not the ability 
of people to separate, but rather their ability to re-marry. Those who have failed 
once should not be legally given another chance to re-make their lives. Sirnilarly, 
the Catholic Church does not allow separated people who have formed new 
unions to participate in cornmunion. 

54. As notedearlier, clauses exist for womenwho denounceto the police the narnesof the practionairesand 
others who helped them to have their sentences reduced (1994 initiatives) or a1together elirnina1ed (2001 
initiative). This is called "arrepentimientoeficaz" (effective repentance)and is comrnonly applied to cases 
involvingdrugdealersor terrorismo Oneinitiativein 1994a1so soughtto givepolicemorepowersto denounce 
and raid clandestine clinics. 
55. Jorge Martínez Busch. AppointedSenator. Speech during Legislature338",Ordinary Session 14", July 
15.1998. 
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LiberaL CathoLic worLdview 

Liberal Catholics, while they agree with the general message and divine 
inspiration of Catholic doctrine, disagree with its reach, as wel1 as how it should 
be implemented. Most importantly, liberals believe that the political realm should, 
in principle, be autonomous and that legislators-Catholic and non-Catholic alike
should have the right to exercise individual conscience when they so choose. 
Hence, one of the Christian Democratic sponsors of the divorce bill, deputy 
Ignacio Walker, reiterated the principle of legislative autonomy and individual 
conscience when defending his seemingly contradictory posture as a practicing 
Catholic who approves divorce". Another PDC deputy andsponsor emphasized 
that social reality should be factored into public policy from the basis of a 
pluralist, democratic society". 

On divorce, liberal Catholics agree with Catholic doctrine that a traditional and 
legal1y permanent family is a social good. However, in cases of irremediable 
marital breakdowns, divorce is considered a lesser evil and hence can be justified 
within a Catholic worldview. Therefore, divorce should be available but difficult 
to obtain, encouraging people to remain married and not change partners. The 
current divorce bill pending Senate debate is an explicit example of liberal 
Catholicism, two of the main authors of which are PDC deputies Ignacio Walker 
and Mariana Aylwin. The bill is conservative by standards of comparative law, 
and does not allow for divorce based on mutual consent alone(Aylwin and Walker 
1995)58. Ifextenuating circumstances do not exist (e.g.homosexuality, physical 
violence etc.) the couple must remain separated for five years in theory and 
seven years in practice (given the court system) before the marriage is formally 
dissolved. 

While Catholicism defines abortion as a sin, the liberal Catholic view is to 
"hate the sin, forgive the sinner". Thus liberal Catholics tend to vest symbolic 
importance to retaining abortion illegal, while extending forgiveness and 
understanding to women who have aborted by not prosecuting them. Moreover, 

56. Intcrview with poe deputy Ignacio Walker, Septernber 11,2000, Santiago. 
57. Interview with poe deputy Sergio Elgueta, October 3, 2000, Valparaíso. 
58. Along with severalleftwing deputies and one RN deputy, three Christian Democrats -Aylwin, Walker 
and Elgueta- sponsored the bilL 
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and importantly, sorne liberal Catholics may concede that there are conditions 
under which abortion may be allowed, as in the case of threat to the life of the 
woman and in the case of rape". 

The 1991 bill to re-legalize therapeutic abortion is based on a liberal Catholic 
worldview: the wording of the bill does not question the premise that abortion 
is an attempt against human life. Rather, it focuses on the negative consequences 
on the family in cases where mothers die from pregnancies due to the 
unavailability ofabortion, and leave husbands and children without care (Boletín 
no 499-07). Finally, many liberal Catholics support preventive sexual education 
campaigns to confront the abortion rate and its consequences, despite Church 
condemnation of any fertility regulation it considers "artificial'Y'. 

Secular worldview 

People who adhere to a secular worldview maintain that the moral authority 
and choice on issues such as abortion and divorce should reside in the individual. 
Moreover, they tend to respond to social reality with pragmatic policy postures: 
given the high abortion rate and its consequences, the state should, they argue, 
concem itself with its effects, particularly on poor women. Hence abortion should 
be regulated, and people should be given access to infonnation and services 
that allow them to make their own decisions about their reproductive potential. 
This involves comprehensive sexual education and access to contraception. 
Divorce should be legalized given individual liberty to choose who to share 
one' s life with, and in order to respond to the social reality of marital separations. 
The focus of divorce legislation should be on regulating its effects and proteeting 
those who tend to suffer most (i.e. women and children) by enforcing child 
support. 

If only ideological and not strategic concems reigned, the majority of the left 
would lean toward a secular worldview, which is implicit in the private postures 
of most leftist politicians. Many of them -as well as sorne on the center and one 

59. Several Catholic deputies indicated to me in private that they considered rape and threat lo liíe as 
acceptable conditions for legal abortion. This makes them liberal instead of integra\ist Catholics. 
60. The only acceptable regulation of fertílity is abstinence and the 'rbythm method' •which involves restricting 
sexual intercourse to what are referred to as 'safe days' during a woman's menstrual cycle. 
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on the right- told me that personally they support the liberalization of abortion 
laws. However, even the feminist deputies affirm that liberalization is not a 
political priority -or even an issue- in their party, given the political dynamics 
around the issue". This is reflected in the lack of legal initiatives since the first 
two reformist divorce bilIs (1991,1993) that sought to regulate marital breakups 
on a pragmatic basis. Since then, no one has actively promoted legal initiatives 
that depart from a non-religious basis. 

Feminist organizations involved in abortion and divorce consider that political 
regulation of these problems should depart from their effects on the most 
vulnerable members of society, which are women in general and poor women 
in particular. Policy proposals made by Grupo Iniciativa on divorce call for the 
right of couples to decide if and when they want to separate, and demand 
equitative regulation ofthe effects of divorce on the poorer and more vulnerable 
members of a family (Grupo Iniciativa 2000). The Foro Abierto de Salud y 
Derechos Reproductivos views abortion first and foremost through its health 
consequences on women (Blofield 1998). 

Consolidation of party lines on moral issues 

Tables 8a and b illustrate the public adherence of right, center and left parties to 
the worldviews in 1990 and 2000. 

Table 8a
 
Adherence of right, center and left political parties in
 

Chile to the worldviews in 1990.
 

right center left 
Integralist Catholic x x 
Liberal Catholic x x x 
Secular x 

61. Interviews wilh PPD deputy Maria Antonieta Saa, Septernber 27,2000, Santiago; PPD deputy Adriana 
Muñoz , October 3, 2000, Valparaíso; PS deputy Carlos Montes, Scptember 20, 2000, Santiago; and PS 
senator José Antonio Viera-Gallo, November 13, 2000, Santiago. 
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Table 8b
 
Adherence oC right, center and leCt political parties in
 

Chile lo the worldviews in 2000.
 

right center left 
Integralisl Catholic x x 
Liberal Catholic x x 

Secular 

right =UDI, RN center e PDC left =PPD, PS 

Through the 1990' s, we see the definition ofparty positions on abortion and divorce 
along religious lines'". Over the last ten years, due to the combined influence of the 
Vatican agenda, the influence of the Church on political parties, and the political 
influence of conservative and reforrnist interest groups and networks respectively, 
the range of options on the political right hasbeen reduced to integral Catholicisrn, 
and the range of options on the politicalleft has been reduced to liberal Catholicism. 
While the political center is divided between liberal and integralist Catholicisrn, the 
majority has -given the influence of the Catholic Church but not the conservative 
interest groups, combined with the pressure of being in a coalition with the left 
consolidated its positions along the liberal Catholíc worldview. The secular 
worldview has been reduced into political insignificance. 

Political strategies in the 1990's 

This 'range of options' has translated into the following polítical strategies on 
the right, center and left. 

right center left 
abortion active passive passive 
divorce active divided active 

The influence ofthe Vatican agenda, the Church- political party nexus, and the 
insertion of conservative and reforrnist networks on the right and the left, 

62. Somewhat akin lo the process of religious polarization between Republicans and Democrats in !he \ast 
twodecadesin the UnitedStates(Layrnan 1999),althoughthepolitica1 dimensionsanddebatearesubstantially 
more conservative and less reflective of popular sentiment in the case of Chile. Layrnan uses tbe terms 
'nominal'or 'rnainstrearn' and 'fundamentalist' Christians (both Calholic and Protestanl) lo distinguish !he 
difference. l prefer the term integralist in the case of mainly Calholic Chile. The underlyingdistinctionis !he 
same. 
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explains the active and passive stances of the political parties on abortion and 
divorce. The Catholic Church has actively pressured for these issues not to be 
politically raised at all, and the left has assumed elements of Church strategy 
through the 1990' s. The weakness of feminist organizations and active Church
right opposition has pushed abortion completely off the political agenda of the 
left, while on divorce a broader reformist coalition, given active Church-right 
opposition, has yet to pass legislation. The right, on the other hand, given the 
active support of integralist groups and the Catholic Church, maintains opposition 
to abortion and divorce high on the political agenda. 

Consolidation 01party lines on divorce 

On divorce, both the left and the right have assumed active strategies -for and 
against- while the PDC leadership, despite internal disagreement, has tried to 
avoid the issue. These strategies have been assumed through the consolidation 
of party positions on the issue. 

Right after the transition, significant divisions within UDI and RN existed on 
divorce, as indicated in the survey, with both parties evenly split over the issue. 
Julio Dittborn, the President of UDI at the time and annulled himself, declared 
his support for the legalization of divorce in 1991. However, after party pressure, 
he "softened" his position, and reiterated that his party was against divorce'". 

Similary, Hernán Buchi, the failed UDI presidential candidate in 1989, and 
separated himself, declared by June, 1991 that "when you advance in divorce 
legislation, what happens is that people take marriage more lightly"?", At this 
time, UDl officially declared its opposition to any initiative to legalize divorce 
despite the contradictions in the leadership and the fact that halfofparty members 
supported legalization(Moreno del Pablo 1992: 64). 

The RN also maintained internal divisions over the issue, given that a significant 
minority of the party were free masonists, while most of the members were 
traditional Catholics. One RN senator developed his own legislative project to 
legalize divorce in 1991, and publicized it extensively'". The project was never 

63.lnLerview with UD! deputy Julio DitLbom, January 10, 2001, Valparaíso. 
64. La Epoca, June 14, 1991. 
65. Senator Hugo Ortíz developed his own divorce project (El Mercurio, June 20, 1991). 
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presented, however, and the party leadership assumed a strongly pro-Catholic 
discourse. Now, prorninent leaders maintain that divorce is not and has not been 
a conflictual issue'", It is probable that the RN directive -conservative Catholics
clamped down on the liberal sectors within the party. 

By the 1997 vote on divorce, legislators on the left and the right voted along party 
lines, although technically all were free to vote in conscíence. Do the left, all 
except one voted in favor of divorce'". In the POC, two-thirds of the deputies 
voted in favor of divorce in a deeply divisive vote for the party. Do the right, a1l 
except four deputies (3 RN, one UDI) voted against divorce. 

The right has, since its defeat, consolidated a strategy to actively keep divorce off 
the political agenda, and to present well-developed counterproposals at times when 
it does reach the agenda. Hence, both the UDI and RN presidents of the Senate 
Comrnission of Justice have, for three and a half years (1997-2001) since the 
Chamber bill on divorce was sent 10 the comrnission, refused to have it discussed". 
This has allowed the right time to organize a more sophisticated counter to the 
legislation than they did in the Chamber, with the active particípation of politicíans, 
intellectuals, and clergy. Diez, who is the current President of the Justice 
Comrnission, will introduce the counterproposal with the original bill if and when 
executive prerogative forces the comrnission to address the divorce bill'". 

Meanwhile, the discursive approach of the right has been to insist that the 
population does not need or want a divorce law. This has been the open stance 
ofUDI presidential candidate Lavín. UD! advisor Reyes argues that "the public 
agenda today is not in these issues". 

Virtually all surveys tell another story, however, and the interesting issue is that 
UDI and RN have chosen 10 go against public opinion through the 1990' son divorce, 
even though these issues do not threaten their economic interests through 
redistributive outlays or by fundamenta1ly changing the class structure, nor is it 
related to defense of the legacy of the rnilitary regime, the two issues which have 

66. Interview with a leading RN polítical advisor, January 4, 2001, Santiago; interview with RN senatorand 
president of justice comrnission Sergio Diez, November 29, 2000. However, a RN sponsor of \he divoree bill 
does consider\he issue a source of intra-partydivisions,even ifit is not a primary cause of rensionin \he party. 
67. PS deputy Jaime Naranjo, a devout Catholíc and opposed to legal divorce, abstained from \he vote along 
with a pro-divorce left deputy, hence aIlowing his stance to have an impact without voting against \he party. 
Curiously, Naranjo has had his own marriage annulled. 
68. The UDI Senatortold me thatthe right winghas done everything\hey can lo postpone\he debate on divorce, 
and meanwhiledevelop \heir own counterproposal lo \he Chamberbill (interviewJanuary 14,2001, Santiago). 
69. Interview with Senator Sergio Diez, November 29,2000, Valparaíso. 
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elicited formidable and united right opposition in the paseo.The explanation lies in 
the consolidation of Catholic integralism in the social bases of the Chilean right. 

In 1990, initial willingness to legislate on divorce existed within the governing 
coalition. Following the transition, there was a general and widespread recognition 
of the problems lack of legal divorce had created, and a general willingness to 
place it on the political agenda. On the left, both PS and PPD -as indicated by the 
survey- were strongly in favor of legalization in the early 1990's. Even a majority 
of Christian Democrats supported divorce, and the leadership was willing to discuss 
the issue, despite heated internal divisions. The electoral program of the 
Concertación itself stated -somewhat ambiguously to be sure- in 1989: "resolving 
the hypocrisy of marital annulments through legislative initiative is within the 
proposals of the democratic government" (Concertación 1989). 

Moreover, after the Concertación assumed power in 1990, judicial, public and 
ministerial organs of the state urged the government to acto The Director of the 
Civil Registry in 1991 urged the century-old legislation on civil marriage to be 
renovated in order to establish regulations around de facto separations, a large 
and growing problem in Chilean society", Similarly, several Supreme Court 
judges called on the government to address and legislate divorce, given the 
regulatory and legal problems and frauds that were currently taking place within 
the system (Moreno del Pablo 1992). The first minister of Sernam -Soledad 
Alvear- indicated in October 1990 that it was necessary to socially and politically 
address the issue of divorce, and that a participative and extensive debate in 
Congress on the matter was desirable". 

Yet by June, 1991, right after the first divorce bill had been presented by leftwing 
legislators in the Chamber, Alvear emphasized that Sernam in its capacity as 
government ministry would not stimulate the debate on divorce". By July, both 
the presidents of the Chamber and Senate received an official document from 
the Catholic Church reiterating Church opposition to divorce legislation". The 
executive responded to concerted pressure by the Church and made it c1earthat 
it did not plan to initiate or to support a divorce bill so soon after the transition. 

70. The issue of defending the legacy ofthe military regime has produced divisions between UD! and RN, as 
well as within UDl itself, given the prosecution of Augusto Pinochet in Chile. The extent to which Pinochet 
should be defended against the courts of justice has elicited severe disagreements which UD! has been 
unable to hide from public view. 
71. El Mercurio, September 28, 1990. Obtained from Moreno del Pablo (1992). 
72. La Nación, October 18, 1990. Obtained from Moreno del Pablo. 
73. El Sur de Concepción, June 2, 1991. Obtained from Moreno del Pablo. 
74. La Epoca, July 23, 1991. Obtained from Moreno del Pablo. 
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Executive hesitance did not, however, hinder legislators from the governing 
parties from introducing their own bills. The main impetus has come from the 
left, although several Christian Democratic deputies, as discussed, lent their 
active and crucial support to the efforts. Since the early 1990' s, PS and PPD 
legislators have come to unanimously support divorce legislation, and the issue 
has reached political agenda priority among significant groups of legislators 
since the 1995 legislative initiative gained ground. However, left support has 
consolidated, after the earlier more radical initiatives, behind the liberal Catholic 
bill on divorce. Finally, Lagos' inclusion of divorce in his 1999 presidential 
campaign indicates that, despite the conservative nature of the bill, the left 
assumed an active stance on divorce. Yet several presidential postponements of 
the debate since Lagos took office in March 2000 reveal that reformist networks 
are not influential even with a leftist president, while the Church retains privileged 
access to the new government. 

The issue for the PDC has been more complicated. Divorce remains an extremely 
divisive issue, given the foundational principIes of the party (in 1957 it was 
explicitly anti-divorce) and the strong adherence sectors ofthe leadership want 
to maintain to the principIes enacted almost half a century ag075 

• The party 
leadership has preferred to keep the issue of divorce off the political 
agendawhile several deputies -most notably Mariana Aylwin and Ignacio 
Walker- sponsored the bill that was voted on in 199776

• Hence, the executive 
governments, of PDC President Aylwin (1990-1994) and PDC President 
Eduardo Frei (1994-2000) did not initiate or actively support any legislative 
initiatives, despite tacit approval by the two former presidents that legislation 
was needed. 

Executive desire (from 1990-2001) to postpone conflict along the religious 
dimension has allowed the right to consolidate a powerful oppositional block
with the Church- and to increase the political costs associated with promoting 
divorce legislation. The fact that divorce is still illegal can be considered a 
political victory for the right. 

75. Interview with Enrique Krauss, ex-president of the PDC (1997-1999) and current PDC deputy inCongress. 
76. This tension is encapsulated in an angry declaration by Krauss when he assumed the PDC presidency in 
1997 (while members of his own party were actively supporting the divorce bill in the Chamber) that tbe 
population had no need for or interest in legislating divorce. 
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Consolidation 01party lines on abortion 

In the early 1990's, there was an initial openness on the left to re-instate thera
peutic abortion -repealed in 1989 by the rnilitary- on the political agenda. How
ever, once Adriana Muñoz- author ofthe therapeutic abortion bill of 1991- was 
vilified by the right and the press as a baby-killer", the political costs of broaching 
the issue becarne apparent. Isolated leftwing initiatives in 1993 and 1994 to rein
state the Muñoz bill on the political agenda received more of the sarne from the 
right, and a reticent -although not rejecting- response from left leaders. Christian 
Democrats remained silent. This reticence and silence was public1y interpreted 
by the right as a sign of moral relativism on the left, and leaders called on the 
governing coalition to assume an actively pro-life stance or be exposed as pro
abortionists". While this strategy did not receive much resonance among the cen 

77. The press focused on the reactions of the right to the project, ratber tban tbose of the left or the initiator of 
tbe project itself. Here is an overview of right wing reactions in tbe press to thc legislative initiative to re
legalize tbcrapeutic abortion -to save the life oftbe woman-in 1991: 
luan Antonio Coloma, the UDI Secretary-General, sends out a "warning to public opinion on thc gravest 
reaches tbat the project to establish tberapeutic abortion in Chile has", and argues tbat "[t]oday thc medical 
need to pennit tberapeutic abortion to save tbe physical or psychological integrity of tbe motber does not 
exist. . .il1nessesincompatible witb pregnancy, in terms ofjustifymg an abortion, no longer exist". Therapeutic 
abortion "is a pretext. ... Behind the formation [oftbe project] is not the issue ofhow to understand the problerns 
of life, rather, it is to implant in Chile a dangerous and for the national cornmunity absolutely unnecess~ 
system of abortion". (La Epoca, "La UDI rechaza proyecto de ley sobre aborto terapéutico presentado por PS. ' 
October 7,1991, page 9.) He argues tbat tbe project is nothing more than "anotber debilitating elcment for tbe 
social and moral order", and is "linked to otber initiatives launched by otber leftwing leaders in the last months", 
inc1udingproviding condorns to prevent the spread of AIDS and the proposal to legalize divorce, which constitute 
"in tbemselvcs and taken togetber elements tbat debilitate a proper social order of the moral". (La Epoca, "UDI 
advierte quiebre moral en el aborto terapéutico". October 10, 1991, page 13.) 
Dario Paya, President of UDI Youtb and later deputy (and sponsor of one oftbe 1994 bills to increase abortion 
penalties) argues tbat "the proposallacks merit and does not have ethical, legal or scientific foundations".(La 
Epoca, "Grupo sale al paso a proyecto pro aborto de Adriana Munoz." June 30, 1991, page 9.) 
He wams of the "gestation" of "a hidden movement whose most profound intention is to legalize abortion in 
Chile". (La Nación, "Pidieron a diputada Muñozque retire proyecto sobre abono." June 30,1991, page 4.) 

The RN is equally categorical in its rejection. RN leader Alberto Espina rejects the project to re-legalize 
tberapeutic abortion, calling it "one of the most cruel forms of assassination". (La Nación, "RN y UDl se 
pronuncian: derecha rechaza proyecto de abono." June 28, 1991, page13.) Moreover, otber prorninent RN 
leaders (Maria Angélica Cristi, Andrés Al1amand, Maria Pia Guzman) togetber declared tbat the project is 
actually "a subterfuge to legalize abortion because in current medicine the choice between tbe life of the 
motber and tbe child no longer exists". Legalizing therapeutic abortion "would signify simplifying the deatb of 
the defenseless and the innocent". They call on otber "pro-life parties" to reject the Muñoz project. (El Mercurio, 
"RN rechaza proyecto de aborto terapéutico." October 5, 1991, page 5.) 
The UDI-linked Liberty and Development Institute calls the project unconstitutional, given tbat tbe constitution 

"guarantecs a1l persons tbe right to hfe and physical and psychological integrity". Fetuses are unquestionablr. 
considered persons, and the issue is not discussed. (El Mercurio, "Proyecto sobre abono es inconstitucional. ' 
November 1, 1991, page 4.) 

Leftwing dec1arations are scantily reported in the media, and most left politicians, given the reaction of the 
right, choose to rernain quiet. Muñoz defends herbill by arguing tbat, among otber factors, all civilized countries 
allow tberapeutic abortion, and tbat cases of threat to motber's life do exist and doctors must have the legal 
ability to save the woman' s life (La Epoca, "Diputada socialista Adriana Muñoz propicia restituir aborto 
terapéutico". June 27,1991,6). 

It is worth noting that, at this time, a more sympatbetic informative artic1e on the social dimensions of 
abortion appears in the weekly news magazine Revista Análisis (July 29, 1991,6-7). This newsmagazine has 
since been discontinued. Sirnilarly, La Epoca, which has provided somewhat more balanced reporting on thesc 
issues, went bankrupt in 1998. The consolidation of rightwing ownership in tbe media through the 1990's has 
left its mark on the public debate on moral issues. 
78. El Mercurio, "Instan a Frei a defmir postura sobre el abono". July 19, 1993, 4e. 
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ter or the left at the time, the threeabortion bills the right initiated in 1994 made it 
clear to the left that they did not intend to let reformists dominate abortion poli
tics, as had been the case in Westem Europe and North America. UDI called, 
without success, for the right proposals to be included within executive preroga
tive. Simultaneously, the party launched a rnassive public relations campaign on 
the issue, including signature-gathering events, which received a great deal of 
publicity in the national press79. This allowed the right to dominate problem defi
nition as well as agenda-setting, even though executive power in the hands of the 
center-left coalition and its veto over urgency status for the abortion bills forced 
the right to use the ordinary legislative channels. 

Meanwhile, the vast majority on the politicalleft assumed a passive approach 
to the issue. Sorne feminists unsuccessfully tried to reinstate therapeutic abor
tion on the agenda of sympathetic legislators. However, its potential to visibly 
divide the goveming coalition and to elicit rightwing media campaigns was 
enough to make the left parties collectively as well as alllegislators individu
ally to back off, and strategies to approach the issue of abortion have been 
reduced to passive, defensive attempts to retain the status quo and to make 
limited inroads on the side of prevention. 

The joumey of the rightwing Senate bill on abortion reflects the lack of priority 
the left relegates to the issue. When the Senate abortion bill -having been ap
proved for debate by the Justice Commission in 1996- was scheduled for ple
nary debate in 1998, UDI sponsor Larraín argues that he had the needed Chris
tian Democratic votes to approve it. The left was unprepared for the debate, and 
lawyer and abortion expert Lidia Casas was called by a leftwing senator four 
days befare the date of the debate to provide an analysis of the bill and its 
effects". She assembled a team that worked day and night for three days straight, 
and her analysis is the direct base of the opposing senators' arguments. The 
ultimate rejection of the bill by two votes was a surprise to its sponsor, and 
while it can be read as a short-terrn success for the left -a couple of Christian 
Democrats had changed their minds- the fact that the narrow victory was reliant 
on the work of one person -notified a few days in advance- indicates that the 
left is not organized around the issue, and has not attached much priority to it. 

79. Las Ultimas Noticias. "Urgencia a proyectos contra el aborto". July 31,1994,7; El Mercurio, "Piden 
urgencia para ley contra aborto". July 31,1994, 3c; La Nación, "Médicos y la UDI se pronuncian sobre el 
aborto". July 31, 1994, lO. 
80. Interview with Lidia Casas, November 21, 2000, Santiago. 
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Moreover, Larraín himself considers the process a politica1 victory because 
even though his bill narrow1y lost, it has managed to divert the moral discourse 
away from whether or not to 1iberalize abortion 1aws as is the case in other 
countries, to whether punitive strategies are the most appropriate way to attack 
the prob1em of abortion, and whether the crime shou1d equa1 homicide in its 
nature and punishment'". He -along with a group of other UDI senators- is 
introducing a rninimally reformed version in 2001. 

Current1y,left deputies prefer to retain their support for limited 1ibera1izationof 
abortion 1aws private, and do not to assume public stands on the issue. Despite 
the social parameters of the abortion problem, the left has not mounted an ac
tive opposition to right discourse, and abortion is not currently, as mentioned, 
considered a po1itica1 priority within either party. 

In the year 2000,the right has not re1axed its stance on abortion. UDI ana1yst 
Reyes argues that the issue of abortion is «the most profound, ethical theme that 
confronts us as a society». His party has an obligation to be «effective in the 
pro-1ife struggle» and spread the message that «we are all called on to be pro
life, it is not the territory of one party, sector or ideology, this is anthropology», 
Given this, the issue is non-negotiab1e, and Reyes be1ieves that «here the issue 
is not to cede on anything...it is a po1itics of convincing rather than consensus». 
There is room for prose1ytizing, not dialogue. 

This active po1itica1 opposition is translated into multiple strategies. First, every 
opening to inf1uence the politica11eve1 is embraced. When the new PPD minister 
of Semam, Adriana De1piano, represented Chile at the Beijing +5 Conference" 
in NewYork in June 2000, both feminists and conservatives had lobbied hard 
for a stance consequent with their ideological points of view. De1piano had 
prornised ferninists she wou1dmaintain the position Chile had taken at the United 
Nations Conference on Women in 1995 in Beijing (against abortion but 
supportive of "reproductive rights"). However, at the 1ast minute she gave into 
intense pressure from UDI and officially declared Chile to be "pro-life", rude1y 
disappointing the ferninists'". Moreover, UDI sponsored a pro-Vatican 

81. Interview wilh VOl senator Hernán Larraín, January 15,2001, Santiago. 
82. United Nations Conference on Women. 
83. Feminists told me that Delpiano apologized afterwards, arguing that a translational mistake had made 
her unaware of what she was saying. Reyes, on thc other hand, told me that Delpiano approached him and 
said: "you win", and included their stance in thc speech. 
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declaration -written by Reyes- reaffmning its status as a perrnanent observer at 
the United Nations. The declaration was unanimously supported in Congress, 
where no one dared to bring up the issue of church-state separation. 

Second, active media campaigns against individuals who publiely assume liberal 
Catholic or secular stances on issues that can be related to abortion or divorce are 
launched. The media is more favorable to the right to begin with, and right 
politicians attract a great deal of attention to themselves and their opponents by 
making strident declarations to the press. A telling example is UDI Senator Carlos 
Bombal's characterization, in February 2001, of the hea1th minister's initiative lo 

a1low voluntary sterilization in public hospitals as "a Nazi practice?", Bomba1 
received substantia1media coverage on television and in the printed news. 

Third, conservative interest groups have increasingly resorted to court cha1lenges 
to bar reforms in cases they have not been able to politically hall, such as ministry 
decrees. Hence, the health ministry's intention and then decision to a1low for 
the cornmercialization -under presciption for cases of rape and contraceptive 
failure- of the morning-after pill in Chile in March 2001 sent off a political 
storm. The opposition of the political right and the Catholic Church is centered 
on the contention that the pill causes an abortion, and has occupied newspaper 
headlines and been the topic of numerous TV talkshows in Chile since early 
March. A network of pro-life organizations successfully achieved a court 
injunction that repealed the government decision until a court decision is made. 
If the Appeals Court rejects their elaim, the groups are prepared to appea.1 to the 
more conservative Supreme Court. These actions serve as an effective warning 
as to the kind of organized opposition any politician who might advocate the 
decriminalization of even therapeutic abortion will encounter. 

In the case of divorce, the political right has so far been able to bar changes, not 
by voting them down but by active1y affecting problem defmition, agenda-setting, 
and the legislative process itself. In the case of abortion, the left was, so far, 
able to vote down the proposal to increase abortion penalties, while it has had 
little control over problem definition and agenda setting. 

84. Currently, only men are allowed to voluntarily sterilize thernselves -an almost non-exístent practice in 
Chile as well as in Latín America in general- while women need to prove they have three or more children, 
a health need for the procedure, as well as their husband' s or partner' s authorization. 
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Most importantly, right strategies have successfully managed to send the message 
of opposition at all costs to left politicians, and to change their cost-benefit 
analyses on divorce as well as initiatives that can be broadly linked to the abortion 
issue. The amount of time and effort politicians must spend to persevere in 
efforts to liberalize laws on moral issues is enough to dissuade anyone who 
does not hold a strong social base of support. 
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Conclusion and implications for the fu ture 

Paradoxically, despite the passive support in numbers, feminists have had líttle 
political influence on abortion and divorce, while conservative organizations, 
despite the lack of support in numbers, have high political influence. In essence, 
while most of society has increasingly liberal values and behavior, integralism 
within the right wing is consolidated. However, it is not enough to explain the 
success of the right in dominating the politicallandscape. It is also important to 
understand the motivation that brings the political right to assume such 
conservative moral positions, ones that are often more conservative than what 
many of them believe or live themselves. In the current context of Chilean 
politics, the right stands to gain from maintaining an actively integralist stance 
on these issues. 

First, the right gains polítical benefits. These are issues that divide the 
Concertación, both within the POC and between the POC and the left. The 
Christian Oemocrats are particularly vulnerable to accusations of being anti
family, and are aware ofthe political costs involved'" . Fomenting these divisions 
by questioning the moral bases of the left and center serves the right politically, 
because it forces the parties within the Concertación to public1y disagree on 
these issues and, more importantly, to do it in the context of right wing framing 
of the debate. The Concertación in unable to engage in the debate on their 
terms, as anyone who is pro-divorce becomes an enemy of a stable fami1y, and 
anyone who seeks to open the debate on abortion is called a baby-killer. 
Moreover, it creates tensions between the Church and the goveming coalítion, 
as right politicians point to what they argue is an inconsistency on the center
left in having received the support of the Church hierarchy on issues of human 
rights violations during the dictatorshi p, yet daring to go against Church doctrine 
on issues related to family morality during the democratic years. 

85. lnterviews with a prominent PDC deputy, September 2000, Santiago; and with PPD deputy Adriana 
Munoz, October 3,2000, Valparaíso. 
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Second, and related, these activist policy positions enable the right, on the other 
hand, to present itself as the defender of family morality in the media and on a 
politicallevel. The success ofthe right has been to change a politically conflictual 
relation with the Church in the 1980' s to a relationship of mutual support and, 
hence, to appear morally legitimate and even superior, despite its recent history 
of complicity with human rights violations and its regressive position on social 

and labor rights. This Church-aligned position has notinvolved many political 
or economic sacrifices. 

Rather, and third, it has brought economic benefits. In general, right wing 
políticians receive the support ofeconomic and, increasingly, religious groups, 
which condition -although it is difficult to prove- the supply of resources to the 
maintenance of conservative moral positions. The incentives to promote 
integralism are high, while the incentives to diverge from these policy positions 
are low. Hence, even liberal politicians on the right have come to support 
integralist positions. 

Finally, it is unclear whether there are direct electoral gains to be made on 
moral issues in either direction. However, poor sectors are more conservative 
in publíc opinion than the Chilean average on moral issues, and calls on the 
right have been made to base a conservative social movement in the poor urban 
sectors of Santiago (Lehmann 1996). In any case, it is highly unlikely that the 
urban poor would vote against a populist candidate on the basis of their position 
on divorce, if other promises such as employment and reduction in poverty 
were successfully made. This electoral strategy may satisfy the urban poor (at 
least in the short term) and the Chilean upper c1asses, where integralism is 
consolidated. Moreover, the more liberal sectors of the business c1asses are 
unlikely to prefer a leftist candidate on the basis of moral issues alone. On the 
left, it is unclear that left candidates would lose any votes by going against the 
Catholic Church on these issues. After all, public opinion is in their favor and 
so far the concerted media campaigns of the right and Church dec1arations seem 
to have had no effect in swaying the mass publíc on these issues. 

What is interesting about the Chilean case is that we see an emergent 
fundamentalist social movement with its intellectual, organizational and fmancial 
base in the highly centralized Chílean upper class. We could predict an expansion 
toward the lower classes in urban Santiago in order to obtain a popular social 
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base for the movement. The ultimate municipal elections in October 2000, in 
which UDI mayors won key municipal posts across Santiago, could help achieve 
this. 

While center-left control of the executive and majority in the Chamber has 
prevented the right agenda from being politically implemented so far, a rightwing 
presidency under Lavín is a distinct possibility for 2006, around which the 
political right has already begun to organize. 

The ultimate legislative success of the right strategy depends on capturing the 
crucial median legislator. This depends, first, on the ability of the political right 
to increase its political representation to capture more legislative seats, around 
which the right has actively organized for the Congressional elections of 2001. 
This has involved bringing forth new, young, and female faces to capture 
traditional Concertación districts. These deputy nominees are integralist, and 
very wel1-trained with unified party support, and their discourse centers on the 
reduction of poverty and unemployment. While moral issues are central to the 
party agenda, divorce in particular is not part of the electoral campaign per se, 
given public opinion. Second, success depends on the relationship ofthe political 
right to the cadre of integralist Christian Democrats. Two factors are important 
here: first, whether the political right can make significant inroads among 
Christian Democrats, an option that interest groups and politicians have recentIy 
begun to organize around. While during the first half of the 1990' s cooperation 
between the Concertación and the right wing was out of the question -particularly 
for the center-left- given the Pinochet legacy, time has allowed these distinctions 
to fade away. The ideological glue that has held the Concertación together is its 
legacy of opposition to the Pinochet regime and economic reformism; the first 
is fading away, and integralist Christian Democrats may find less personal and 
political barriers than before to associating with the former enemy. Interest 
groups have begun to forge access to and lobby the more conservative Christian 
Democratic politicians, and rightwing politicians -as well as Christian Democrats 
themselves- have become more amenable to cross-coalition lobbying on moral 
issues". 

86. Interview with PDe deputy Zarco Luksic, November 29,2000, Valparaíso. 
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The second factor is the state of internal politics in the Christian Democratic 
Party, as well as its potential impact on electoral votes. The integralist PDC 
politicians largely fonn -as noted earlier- the 'old guard' ofthe party. The PDC 
is badly in need of a generational refonn without which it may lose a great deal 
of voter appeal, not only because of the electorate' s desire to see younger faces, 
but because many of the older faces have become associated with clientelism 
and even corruption. This generational change could produce a liberalization of 
party politics on moral issues, which might hinder right access to this group of 
key swing legislators. 

As for the political left, feminist hopes of a new chance at agenda-setting on 
abortion during the Lagos presidency were dashed away with bis reaffmnation 
of an explicitly anti-abortion stance in September 2000. Unless ferninists are 
able to publicize the extent of public opinion support for a limited liberalization 
of abortion laws, to politicize the public health consequences of clandestine 
abortions, and through these actions to improve their ability to influence the 
political agenda and change politicians' perceptions of the political balance of 
power on abortion, no change is to be expected in the near future. 

Divorce, however, is on the political agenda and the political alignments in the 
Senate will determine the ultimate outeome ofthe legislative bill. Given rightwing 
counterproposals as well as the ability of the Senate to add indications to the 
current bill, a modified version is most likely going to be bounced back to the 
Chamber. Given potential rightwing inroads among Christian Democrats, the 
2001legislative elections, and the possibility of a Lavín presidency -In which 
case he would veto any divorce bill- the left is working under a tight schedule. 
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